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Each year, approximately 20 Murray
State students participate in the Walt
Disney World College Program. Students
complete
internships while
working at Disney
theme parks.

Pagel2
women's soccer
team secured a place in
the Ohio Valley Conference. The team defeated
Southeast Missouri State
Sunday in overtime.
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Burns
concern
officials

· rickets
prompt
arguments,
appeals

Carnegie Bound

Carrie Pond
Staff Writer

Marissa Casey

cpond@thenews.com

Staff Writer
mcasey@thenews.org

Officials discovered two pieces of
paper with burn marks in White and
Hester colleges last week.
David Wilson, interim director of
Housing, said after Housing turned
the incidents over to Public Safety,
Public Safety took over the investigation and made the determination to
send out an e-mail.
He said the Housing Office is concerned by the events.
"Any time there is an occurrence of
this type, it is a concern.'' Wilson
said. "If the sign is on a bulletin
board, with other paper, you never
know when this could inadvertently
cause a larger tire. This may not be
malicious in intent, but could still be
detrimental to the safety and security
of the residents of the building.
"Students may not take these types
of incidents seriously, but the state
fire marshal and Murray State University take fire safety very seriously," he said. "We have to depend on
students to usc common sense and
realize that even the smaUcst burn on
a sign could potentially tum into a
larg~r problem."
Wilson said there are serious consequences for any student who is
caught committing a similar act.
"With our zero tolerance stance,
they could be removed from the haUs
and potentially removed from the
University," he said.
David DeVoss, director of Public
Safety, said the office is currently
conducting an investigation.
"The burns appear to be intentional damage to property (Criminal Mischief in the third degree)," he said.
''The concern (with the incidents)
was that two reports of damage
caused by fire were received within
24 hours. The special alert was a
proactive measure taken to alert the
university community.
"Due to information received in the
ongoing investigation, the incidents
are not believed to be linked,"
De Voss said. "The damage that was
caused was minimal, and there doesn't appear to be any intent to damage,
or destroy a building."
He said an e-mail message was sent
to students, facu lty and staff to notify
them of the problem.
"Another step taken was to make
the Housing staff aware of the incidents," DeVoss said. "The investigation is ongoing and will include
speaking to anyone who believes he
has ill formation relating to these incidents.
To report any related incidents,
phone Public Safety at 762-2222.

photos by Andrea Ch,1pman/The News

(From left) Rebecca Cripps, sophomore from Murray, Joel Roberts, sophomore from
Metropolis, ID., and Undsey Groves, senior from Marion, ID., practice their music on saxophones at the Murray State Wind Ensemble's rehearsal Wednesday afternoon.

Ensentble
hopes concert
lvill fund trip
Staff Report
The Murray State
Wind Ensemble is one
of two ensembles in
the country selected to
play at New York's
renowned Carnegie
Hall in the spring.
The group
must
raise money to finance
its trip in March.
It will sponsor the
"Night with the Stars An MSU Benefit Pops
Concert" at 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 6 in Lovett Auditorium to help finance
the trip.
The concert will feature Terry Mike Jeffery, a Paducah native,
Mark Mejia, U, who is
a two-time, Star Search
Grand
Champion
Junior singer, and the
University
Wind
Ensemble.

D.J. Culp, junior from Harrodsburg, plays the triangle during wind
ensemble practice. The ensemble is practicing for its performance
at Carnegie Hall in March.
Oklahoma State University Wind Ensemble was the other university
ensemble
selected to perform.
Tickets to the benetit concert arc $10 for
Murray State students

with a valid Racercard
and children under
age 12, $12 each for
groups of more than
nine people and $15 for
general admission.
Tickets are available
at the Music Depart-

mcnt in the Fine Arts
Building and at the
Murray-Cal l oway
Chamber of Commerce, and will be sold
at the door on Nov. 6.
For more information, phone 762-4288.

Parking tickets arc a touchy subject
among Mur ray State students, who
often believe ther do not deserve the
penalty.
Students, faculty and staff wanting
to fight their tickets can appeal to the
campus Judicial Board.
"The
Judicial - - - - - Board hears cases
" Ifs the
from students and s t u d e n t s '
the administration, responsibiliprimarily dealing ty to become
with parking tick- familiar with
ets and other
(issues) such as the regulaacademic dishon- tions. "
esty," said Jennifer
Jennifer
Payne.
Judicial
Payne
Board chairwoman
and senior from Judicial Board
chairwoman
Clinton.
Payne said once
students receive a parking ticket,
they must turn in an appeal to Public
Safety within five days.
"It's the students' responsibility to
become familiar with the regulations,'' Payne said.
Ashley Hare. senior from Henderson, received a ticket last month and
appealed to the Judicial Board.
"1 got a ticket because my air freshener was covering the (parking) tag,"
she said. "I think what happened was
I was driving with my windows down
and it must've got turned."
Hare appealed and said the penalty
was too much for her infraction.
"I thought it was kinda silly," she
said. "1 think you should get a warning for that kind of thing."
Despite her attempts to appeal, her
request was denied.
"They said there were stickers
available to put on the windshield so
(that wouldn't happen)," Hare said. "I
think it's kinda ridiculous."
Ed Bridges, junior from Memphis,
also received parking tickets from
the campus police department.
"I received a couple of tickets," he
said. "I don't know whether they didn't see (the parking tag) or what. I
talked to a lady and she said maybe
they didn't see it, but I don't have tint
on my windows or anything."
Bridges, however, had more luck
with his appeals.
"They reduced one and denied the
other," he said. "I don't know if they
thought I was lying or had gotten it
from someone else."
Payne said all the board's decisions
are based on the interpretations of
the University and Student Government Association by-laws.

Local businesses must get permission to reprint University's logos, name
Jennifer Keohane
Contributing Writer
The use of the Murray
State name and logo is protected by copyright and can
only be sold by businesses
with permiSSIOn from
authorities.
The
University has
teamed up w ith the Licensing Resource Group, a team
willing to oversee that
everything i11 association
with Murray State, its logos
and trademarks, is represented in a way conducive
to Murray State's name.
Companies and vendors
wishing to sell items with a

Murray State logo must pa)'
" Because MSU has their licenses for their
a fee to join the LRG. The
logos or trade information, we have to pass
consumer may also have to
pay up ttf 8 percent extra
approval through them. ... If we don't do
for goods, which constithat, they can take legal action.... "
tutes a royalty fee.
Six companies in the area
Mickey McCuiston
are legally licensed to sell
Owner ofThe Trophy Case
Murray State products.
T hese vendors are the Uni- possible. Zax bought its give more money to the
versity Bookstore, Zax LRG license at the begin- higher-ups, and that will
Imprinted Sportswear, The ning of this semester.
cost the rest of us more
Trophy Case, Wal ~Mart,
"It cost me $160 up front money. It's a lot of paperDawahares and Hultman :md anyone wishing to buy work and hassle just so
Signs and Embroidery in merchandise with (the Uni- Murray State can get their
Paducah.
versity's) name or logo on little amount of 8 percent."
The Trophy Case also
Ron Gladden. owner of it and sell the merchandise
Zax, said the licensing is in for a profit must pay a roy- recently purchased its
effect so the University can alty ta~ of 8 percent," Glad- authorizations.
earn as much money as den said. "l think it's just to
"Because MSU has their

licenses for their logos or
trade information, we have
to pass approval through
them,"
said
Mickey
McCuiston, owner. "If we
don't do that, they can take
legal action either by monetary value or arrest."
Despite the difficulties in
obtaining the authorization, McCuiston said it is a
good idea.
"The only thing that concerns me is that (the
license) gets enforced.'' he
said. "Unfortunately, there
arc going to be a lot of people who don't follow the
rules, and what concerns
me is they're not going to

be reprimanded for not
doing what we're supposed
to. Murray State needs to
protect its image. You don't
want to sec something distasteful with the University
image on it. They have to
be concerned with image
because they're recruiting
not just students but parents, too."
Vice President of Institutional Advancement Jim
Carter said the licensing
agreement was actually
signed two years ago, and
95 percent of all colleges
and universities in the
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•Police I3ec;tt
Wednesday, Oct. 13

Mich.wl McLaurin<'/The News

Soccer player Theresa Reedy, senior from St. Ann, Mo .,. practices h er
trainer skills' on teammate Lisa P!eifler, junior fro m Lexington. "It's
hard work beating SEMO," Reedy said, referring to the team's most
recent win over Southeast Missouri State University.

Correction:
Mark Toren was referred to as a
sophomore on page 3 of the Oct. 14
publicMion. lie is a senior.
The Murray State News regrets the
error.

members representing the faculty,
staff. students, alumni, Board of
Regents and the Racer Foundation.
The search to ftll the position will
begin immediately, and it is expected
that applications will be accepted
within the next two months.

Student association sells Baptist church prepares
Black Eyed Peas ticket s participants for singing
The Black Eyed Peas will be in concert at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 9 in the Regional Special Events Center. Tickets arc
on sale in the Student Government
Association Office for $32.50, $27.50
and $22.50. A $5 discount is available
for Murray State students with a valid
Racercard.
Tickets may also be ordered by
phone for a $1.25 service charge at 7625555 or online at www.murraystatc.
edu/rscc. The doors will open at 6:30
p.m. prior to the show.

Search committee forms
to find athletics director
University President F. King
\lexander announced Thursday a
search co~mittec for the position of
athletics director at Murray State had
been formed. The committee has

A Messiah Sing wlll be held at First
Baptist Church, 203 S. Fourth St.,
Dec. 5. All choral organizations are
invited to attend.
Rehearsals began Oct. 10. The next
rehearsal is scheduled for 4:45 p.m.
Nov. 7. Attendance at all rehearsals is
not required to participate in the final
event.
Copies of the choral score will be
available at the University Bookstore.
They will also be available for pur~
chase at the event Dec. 5.
For
more infor mation, contact
f
Brian· Runnels at 762-6337 or e-mail
him
at
brian.runncls@
murraystatc.edu.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, online editor. If
you would like to submit information
for Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

1:54 a.m. A couple was reported lying on the grass beside the
footbridge.
2:45 p.m. A caller from the
West Kentucky Exposition
Office reported an attempt to
break in the rear door. The
door was damaged. The incident is under investigation.
8:12 p .m. A caller reported
being locked out of his vehicle
south of Hart College. The
caller's keys were taken by
someone. Items were missing
from the vehicle. and the keys
were locked in the vehicle.
9:46 p.m. A caller from College Courts reported the smell
of marijuana coming from an
apartment.
Upon
officer
arrival. one person was in the
apartment, and no marijuana
was found.

Thursday, Oct. 14
11:29 a.m. A caller filed a noise
complaint regarding a subject
bonking at pedestrians. Two
juveniles were in the vehicle.
Juveniles were asked to stop
honking the horn or the officer
would come back and talk with
their mother.
5:29 p .m. Two individuals were
reported attempting to enter the
Oakley Applied Science Building through a window. Officers
located the students inside the
building. The students received
a warning.
7:29 p.m. An off-duty officer
reported locating a possible
stolen vehicle in the Scars parking lot.

Friday, Oct. IS
1:11 a.m. Subjects were reported
throwing a football close to
vehicles in the parking lot near
Clark College. Subjects were
gone upon arrival.
10:27 a.m. Gilbert Graves Drive
was closed because of a crane in
the street.
11:55 p.m. In the Residential
College Circle, a citation was
issued for driving with a sus-

pcnded license and disregarding
a stop sign.

Saturday, Oct. 16
8:32 a.m. An ofticer picked up
a bike that had been stolen and
painted black from Mason Hall.
3:54 p.m. A student in Carr
Health \Vas having trouble
breathing. Emergency Medical
Services was notified. The'subject refused treatment and
transport. Subject said she
would go to the emergency
room in her personal vehicle.
9:53 p.m. A caller reported a
three-car accident with no
injuries. One citation was
issued for having no license in
possession. Only two cars
were actually in the accident.

Sunday, Oct. 17
12:12 a.m. Individuals were
reported playing Frisbee in the
Quad and Mall area.
2:50 a.m. A caller reported a
possible fight in the parking lot
by Elizabeth College. Officer
advised there were individuals
in front of the residential college, but no fight.
1:20 p.m. A caller advised
water from a shower in Regents
College was leaking into the
college head's apartment below.

Monday, Oct. 18
8:56 a.m. One of the grounds
crew reported a bag with a
dead animal in it in a tree at
Clark College.
10:01 a.m. An ill studt•nt
requested transport to the
emergency room. All patrol
units were busy. The student
found another way to the
emergency room.
8:57 p.m. The residence director from Hart College reported
the elevator monitor was not
working. Central Plant was
advised.
U:Z8 p.m. A caller from
Franklin CoUege reported several vehicles parked in the East
lot with freshman decals. A
parking citation \Vas issued.

Tuesday, Oct. 19
1:44 p.m. Murray Police
Department dispatched Emergency Medical Services to
Lovett Auditorium because a
male juvcni~ was unresponsive but still breathing. The
officer advised the juvenile
was possibly having a diabetic
seizure. EMS transported him
to Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
5:35 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a vehicle accident with no
injuries in Franklin and Richmond colleges' parking lots.
10:40 p.m. Justin Clayton, a
non-student from Paris, Tenn.,
was arrested for DUI at the
location of Ryan's off 16th
Street. The individual was
stopped by police fl;r faUing to
yield at Five Points and the
vehicle's headlights were not
on.

Wednesday, Oct. 20
9:45 a.m. Bradley Thurmond,
freshman from Murray, was
arrested for theft by unlawful
taking of less than $300.
8:50 p .m. A student was hit in
the nose during a basketball
game. An officer transported
the student to the emergency
room.
8:57 p.m . Racer Patrol reported suspicious behavior on the
cast side of Lovett Auditorium.
MS U TV was doing a skit for a
TV program.
Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 10
Arrests- 2

Police Beat is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, online editor, with materials provideQ by
Public ~~>'\.1fety. All dispat<.'hed
calls arc not listed. For a complete listing. visit www.thencws.org.

RACER
FOOTBALL

Attention MSU
Students:

SEMO

The MSU Wellness and Student
Recreation Center is now
accepting applications for the
following positions:

vs.

Saturday, October 23 @ 1:30 p.m.

1

i

EDUCATION DAY
FREE Admission for all Murray State
University Students with valid student ID

FAN JA

~®®~

Tuesday, October 26 @ 6:30p.m.

RSEC
Come meet the Racers and Lad Racers
players and coaches.

Building Managers, Lifeguards,
Aerobics /Fitness Instructors,
custodial staff, cardia /weight
area supervisors and counter
workers.
Please pick up an application
in the campus re~reation office,
1st floor Curris Center
(in back of the SGA Office).
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Half-court student shot for Spring '05 Semester

FREE BOOKS!

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY 11/5

FREE ADMISSION!
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University copyrights
stop inappropriate use
we wanted to get a move
on."
LRG makes the licensing
country have some type of
process
as simple as possilicensing agreement.
ble,
Carter
said.
"Collegiate licensing is
"If
someone
is not
all about the promotion of
licensed,
we
give
them
our
the university's name and
LRG
representative's
name
trademarks, which arc for
us. the title MSU, Racers, an~ explain the process
the horse logo, etc.," Carter and encourage them to get
said. "The licensing helps · a license," he said. "Everyprotect the integrity of our thing is available online,
marks, polices the usage of and it's a pretty standard
those marks and ensures business operation with a
that anyone selling our quick process. In fact, this
stuff is a licensed vendor." week we are processing (a)
Carter said LRG distrib- request for a license.''
These licenses make purutes the agreements to
chasing
collegiate mervendors.
chandise
all
over the coun"The most challenging
try
convenient,
Carter said.
process is 'to get local venLRG
represents
Tennessee
dors on board with as little
Tech,
MTSU,
Vanderbilt
disruption as possible and
to let the campus know and others, he said.
Said Carter: "There are
who is licensed," Carter
almost
100 vendors who
said. "We didn't want to
are
Licensed
to manufacleave anyone high and dry.
ture
our
goods,
and 95
We tried to slow walk it
companies
across
the
and give everyone ample
country
who
can
sell
our
time, but when (this
process) was dragging out goods.''
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Fast Track extends weekday hours
Marianne Stonefield
Contributing Writer
Fast Track has extended
its hours Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. until
9:30 p.m. and will accept
meal plans until clo$ing.
Bill Benriter, director of
Food Services for Murray
State, said Fast Track's
hours have been an issue
since the beginning of the
school year.
The decision to extend
the hours was made two
Andrc.1 Chapmnn! Tht• News
weeks ago after the issue
had been brought up s\!ver- Kara Towles, freshman from Louisville, shops in
al times at different meet- Fast Track for a late night meal.
ings across campus. Benrit- referenced the Murray plans after 8 p.m.
"I'm glad they finally
er said.
State News editorial titled
"We try to be proactive "Late-night dining needs changed the hours," said
Nate Hantle, senior from
to student interests," he unmet" from Oct. I.
said. "Students will benefit
In the fall 2003 semester, Paducah. "1 don't under (from the change), and Fast T rack wa:; open until stand why they changed
we'll still benefit."
11 p.m. However, after bud- them in the first place. This
Benriter cited specific get cuts last semester, it allows you to get somereasons why students closed at 10 p.m. and did thing (to eat) if you play
wanted to change the hours not accept mea l plans after intramurals.''
Molly Williams, fres hat Fast T rack. Many stu- 9 p.m ., Benriter said.
dents get out of class after
This semester Fast Track man
from
Louisville,
8 p.m. 'and others get off cut back its hours further: agreed the move was posiwork after that time as it closed at 9 p.m. and tive.
well, Benriter said. He also stopped accepting meal
"College students are

naturally late people, and
it's sometimes hard to
make it there by 8,"
Williams ~aid.
Bcnriter said he understood the needs of students, but staying open
later increased expenses.
"Students aren't aware of
the expense," Benriter said.
"If we have to go until 10:30
again, seven days a week,
it'll be even more expensive.''
Prepaid meal plans, such
as the ones available at
Murray State, are designed
for a larger cafeteria setting. Benriter said. The
basic meal plan doesn't
cover the cost of food carried by Fast Track, he said.
''Students want a flexibility in eating, not convenience," Bcnriter said. "The
new hours meet most of
students' needs." ·
Fast T rack will maintain
._its Friday, Saturday and
Sunday hours: Friday, 8
a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday, 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Meal plans are accepted to
8 p.m. on those nights.

News Writers &
College Life Writers
For More Information Contact
Robert Billington, Jr is actively
involved in organizations
throughout our community.
As a graduate of Murray State
University, Robert Billington, jr
realizes the needs of
students and staff.
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Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
Located inside Wai-Mart.
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Oct. 28, 2004
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20%-50%
Trick or Treat Halloween Special
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Voted favorite consignment
shop two years in a row!
~
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Elizabcrh Cawcin
Phone: 762-- i 16H

Election process needs refontt
OUR VIEW:

Issue:
CURRENTLY,

How would early voting
affect elections?

THE STATE OF
KENTUCKY
DOES NOT

IF You ARE HERE

OFFER EARLY
VOTING. IN

"I think it would
positively affect

FACT, JUST
OF THE

the turnout

32

50

PLEAS£ Corn£
BACK IN :tOO 8.

·'

STATES ALLOW

because people
would have more
leeway.''

VOTERS THIS
OPTION. ONLY
SIX STATES

Kevin Taber

OFFER VOTING

senior, Paducah

DAY
REGISTRATION.

''I don't think it

would make that
big of a difference because the
people who truly
want to vote will
vote no matter

Position:
WITH MERELY
ONE DAY
ALLOTI'ED TO

what."

CAST A VOTE
IN THE ELEC-

11mceLee

TION, WE ARE

JUniOf, ScoltSVI/Ie

SE'fTING
OURSELVES UP
FOR LOW

"It could have a

VOTER

positive effect
because people
could easily go
vote when they
wanted to."

TURNOUT.

IF

ALL STATES
OFFERED AN

•

EXTENDED
PERIOD OF
TIME FOR
VOTING, NUM-

ElaJne Henderson
senior. Dolts. Mo1

BERS WOULD
LIKELY
INCREASE.

u1 think it would
be easier
and more
convenient."

i70~
The staffeditorial is the majority opinion ofthe editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
Think back to the last time
you needed to accomplish
something in a specific time
frame and were unable to do it.
Whether it was a favorite television show, football game or
another event you wanted to
catch or a T-shirt order or
check you needed to drop off,
for whatever reasqn, Y.O!l, just
ran out of time that day.
'•
So what happens if you run
out of time Nov. 2?
Only 32 of the 50 states offer
residents the option of early
voting. The process begins
approximately two weeks prior

to election day in most states,
with several sites open in metropolitan areas from which voters can choose. They cast their
ballots, then sit back and relax.
They no longer have to worry
they may get a flat tire or have
an emergency on Nov. 2 that
would . prevent them from
doing their civic duty.
The ultimate step toward
election reform is election day
voter registration, also called
same-day registration. Six
stat~s .,,cl!~reflUX, ,Rffer this . to
voters; and New Vork and
North .• Carolina .. are in the
process of amending their state
constitutions to allow the practice.
In these six states: Idaho,
Maine, Minnesota, New Hamp-

shire,
Wisconsin
and
Wyoming, turnout rates average 63 percent, which is as
much as 10 percentage points
higher than the national average.
So why don't all 50 states
offer early voting and same-day
registration to their residents?
Voting in a presidential election is arguably' the most
important activity in which we
participate as Americans.
Every four years we are bombarded with commercials and
billboards encouraging us to
take part in this process, have
our voices heard and vote. So
why aren't our state governments doing everything they
can to make this important
duty as easy as possible?

•Your Opinic)tl

Chelsea Bridges
Junior, Paducah

'Bro. Jim' lends bad
name to Christianity

Janna Tannerl l/1e News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

Vanessa Childers
Ed1tor In Chief

762-68n

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor

762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Heather Bryant
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Tonya Wirgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for infonnation.
Our goal Is to present that information In a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorship and advance approval of copy; and, Its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
MThe Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication
of Murray State University. The first copy of
"The Murray State News• is free. Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wll·
son Hail.

blat:mt untruths. Voters expect
and deserve better. The larger
issue is Bunning's refusal to discuss the issues in a public forum
so we can make informed deciTo the Editor:
sions. With gasoline prices at historical highs, tuition on the rise
I am writing in response to
at
Murray State, milk and meat
Carrie Pond's Oct. 8 opinion
prices
up, healthcare premiums
piece in The Murray State News.
continually
increasing and
Carrie shared her concern for the
unc~rtain
pensions,
ask yourself:
Christianity "Bro. Jim" promoted
I
affected
by
these
issues?
Am
to our campus during his recent
the
midst
of
these
critical
In
visit. I am most concerned by her
has
done
all
concerns.
Bunning
comment, "I rarely go to church
can
to
limit
public
debates
and
he
because of the way I feel around
isolate himsclffrom voters. Don't
most Christians I have come in
David
M.
Montgomery
we have enough self-respect to
contact with - scared and
demand
better from a U.S. Senacampus
minister
uncomfortable."
Murray
Call
it what it is - a usurpator?
As a community pastor and
tion
of
democracy that denicampus minister, I go on record
grates
the
principles of public
Paul
Lyons
saying "Bro. Jim" has it wrong. I
Winters
earns
vote
former
professor
debate,
which
is the logical
hope Carrie and others will not
Murray
to
an
informed
electorate.
forum
judge all Christians by his words of former professor
When
a
candidate
for
the U.S.
and actions. I f.rrmly believe the
or
any
office,
conducts
Senate,
Gospel is not just about judgVows his support
such an insulting and arrogant
ment, fear and guilt. "Bro. Jim" To the Editor:
for
Dan
Mon~ardo
campaign, he doesn't deserve
missed a vital aspect of the mesTo the Editor:
your vote.
sage of the Bible. It is not a batThere are a number of issues
That is why, even with my
tering ram to be used to shrink us important to the voters of CalAs an alumnus of Murray State upbringing. I am voting for Mondown to mush. Rather, it is a life- loway County. One is a candiand a resident of Murray, I want giardo. Regardless of how you
vest to be offered to those in date's position and ability to
to offer some thoughts to the vote in other races, my appeal to
need with instructions and per- make an impact on education.
University community regarding' you is support and vote for Monsonal trainers ready to teach the State Senate candidate Ken Winthe U.S. Senate race in Kentucky. giardo. It is the right thing to do.
user how to keep afloat.
ters served 23 years at Murray
I grew up in a Republican
A friend of mine, Buddy Eniss, State in teaching and senior
household and have given count- Dan Patterson
wrote, "Knowing the Bible is so administrative positions. He
less hours to the Republican alumnus
much more than knowing chap- served as dean of the College of
party. Now, after witnessing Murray
ter and verse and being able to Industry and Technology for the
find Zechariah without turning to University. He left Murray to what I believe to be the most dastardly campaign conducted in
the index. It's more than knowing become the president of CampKentucky, I am compelled to sup- Write to us
dates and names and genealogies. bellsville University where he
port Dan Mongiardo against
It is understanding the sweep of served for 11 years.
The Murray State News welcomes
the story. Only, even more than
Another important issue is Republican Jim Bunning. If you
comml!ntaries and lertel'$ k) the ediare
informed
on
the
race,
you
that, it is the ability to locate economic development. Winters
tor. Leiter.. should be 300 words or
myself in the larger story. It is to has worked extensively in eco- know Mongiardo is pro-life and
less and must be signed. Cbntn'butors
conservative.
In
my
conversaidentify myself and to discover nomic development in Kentucky.
should tncludc addresses and phone
tions
with
him.
it
is
apparent
he
that part that I am to play in the While at Murray State, he served
numbers for verification. Please
on numerous economic develop- is passionate and serious about
drama."
include hometO\Iin, ctassaficauon,
I wish Carrie, and others who ment committees and helped healthcare and is perplexed by
titk or relationship l<l the University.
Commentane!i should be limi~
feel the same, would meet the influence industry decisions to Bunning's vote against a bill to
to 500 words. The Murray State
members of my church, First relocate to Murray. At Camp- allow U.S. citizens to buy cheapN~ws reserves the right to edtt for
Presbyterian Church in Murray. 1 bellsville, he served as president er medicine from Canada.
It
has
been
proven
his
ads
have
..
St:vle.
lem•t h nntl c\'OnfPnt
wish they could see how this of the chamber of commerce and

(

congregation cares for one
another, celebrates and laughs
together. I am afraid "Bro. Jim"
and others have made it hard for
some to find a Christian community.
I would hope all Christians will
not be judged by the words and
actions of one vocal speaker. I
invite students to come to
church. It doesn't have to be our
church, but I hope you will meet
with the Christian communities
in Murray. Come in, we're even
open on Sundays.

joined a group of 39 individuals
to start a new manufacturing
plant which presently employs
more than 200 people.
Finally, I believe Calloway
County voters want a socially
conservative person to represent
them in Frankfort. Winters is 100
percent pro-life and pro-family.
He supports a constitutional
amendment to protect marriage
between a man and woman.
A former Murray State University colleague, Winters has been
a close friend for more than 40
years. I am convinced he will be
an outstanding senator. Join me
in voting for him for Kentucky
State Senator.
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Southerner
Whose words won?
still confused
Polls, media declare Sen. Kerry winner in debates· by certain
In My
Opinion
'Southern-isms'

Kerry

Stephenson
" ...IT IS
CRYSTAL
CLEAR WHY
THE MAJORITY
OF POLLS HAVE
DECLARED
SEN. KERRY

THE WINNER.''

After having watched the
debates between President
George W. Bush and Sen.
John F. Kerry, it is crystal
clear why the majority of
polls and individuals have
declared Kerry the winner.
The
reasons
Kerry
emerged the winner are
simple: clarity of ideas,
articulation of ideas, coherence of ideas and defense
of ideas.
The differences between
Bush and Kerry are night
and day, and even those
who are inclined to support
Bush on all points have
begun to recognize the lack
of overall organization, and
the inability of this administration to give a valid
account for the choices
that have been made in the
last four years.
Where Kerry was willing
and able to at least offer
viable explanations of his
views on the issues, Bush

was able to do nothing
more than repeat the standard lines that have been
fed to him throughout the
campaign. These being, the
war on terrorism is being
won, the tax cuts are working and the economy is getting better.
Bush comes across at
best as a man who is out of
his depth and at worst as a
man who belongs anywhere but in the position as
leader of the free world.
Bush was so overmatched, it appeared Kerry
had been fed the questions
prior to ea,ch debate and
had rehearsed his responses. Kerry always seemed at
ease, relaxed and ready to
deal with anything thrown
at him.
In contrast, Bush was on
edge, seen making faces
and extremely jumpy to the
point that every time he
had to answer a question,

he leaped from his perch though these stances have
on the stool like a cricket been proven wrong again
and again.
spider in attack mode.
Bush's beliefs go far
Of course, these factors
were in addition to Bush's beyond common sense to
inability to put together an the point of naivete and
intelligent sentence, when ignorance and show the
given the opportunity to current administration to
respond to Kerry's rebut- be one filled with neo-cons
tals. Bush merely stam- and ideologies, who, if
mered, stuttered and had given the opportunity of
nothing to say at all in the four more years in power,
end.
will lead us down n road
All of these things fur- toward destruction from
ther illustrated Bush's lack which there may be no
of intelligence and the cur- return.
rent administration's habit
of avoiding the issues when
directly confronted with
them. Bush offered nothing
new in the way of policy,
nor was he willing to even
admit any of his decisions
have flaws in theory or execution.
The debates point out
that Bush is unable or Kerry Stephenson is a senior
unwilling to alter his English literature major
stances on anything, even from Murray.

President Bush's debate rhetoric matches record
In My
Opinion

Jeff
Lester
"THE
DIAGNOSIS
FOR KERRY'S
SOUR-SWEET
'SUCCESS' IN
THE DEBATE
STAGE: A BAD
CASE OF
STYLE OVER
SUBSTANCE!,

As we exit the debate por- cases, be accepted sizable
contributions
tion of the 2004 presidential campaign
race, let's recap what actual- from leading partial-birth
abortion practitioners. In
ly happened.
The consensus among the 1994, Kerry also said "abormedia is Sen. John Kerry tions need to be moved out
trounced President George of the fringes of medicine
W. Bush. However, as you and into the mainstream of
consider
the
words medical practice."
exchanged against the canThough Kerry feigned
didates' histories, a different disgust at stories wherein
soldiers' parents bought
perspective emerges.
The diagnosis for Kerry's their children body armor
sour-sweet "success" in the for the war, he voted against
debate stage: a bad case of an $87 billion supplemental
style over substance.
fund to better equip troops.
Although Kerry promised To make matters worse, his
to strengthen defense, his decision to vote "no" was
senate record shows he has politically driven, intended
voted to downsize the mili- to protest Bush's foreign
tary, in both personnel and policy, thereby compromisweapons capability. Kerry ing our troops' safety for
promised to strengthen the political leverage.
U.S. intelligence communiFurthermore,
Kerry
ty, but voted in the Senate claimed he can fund his
to cut intelligence funding national healthcare program
by "rolling back tax cuts for
by $7.5 billion.
While Kerry assured the rich." However, he
moderate Americans he failed to mention the rollonly approves of partial- backs, which could not adebirth abortion in extreme quately fund his proposal,

might require an accompanying tax increase.
There is a pattern emerging in Kerry's politics, and
it's not just flip-flopping. It's
worse: Kerry's problem is
he has stood on the wrong
side of key issues, consistently. Conflicting statements are indeed trouble·
some for the Kerry campaign, but constant misjudgments are a bigger problem.
In contrast to Kerry's
vague statements and baseless criticisms of his opponent, Bush concentrated on
addressing positions and
ideas. Rather than focusing
on the shortcomings of Kerry's record, Bush focused on
his plan for the future. Bush
may not always deliver in
semantics, but that shouldn't devalue his substance.
He believes in accountability in education. Sevemy
percent of the world's most
elusive terrorist networks
were dismantled under his
watch. Bush is pro-life and

respects the institution of
marriage. He believes in
granting taxpayers relief,
and supports the development and proliferation of
the middle dass through
Legislation supporting small
businesses.
Though Kerry may articulate his positions masterfully to appear "presidential,"
that doesn't mean his positions are consistent and
realistic or that he possesses
the qualities necessary to be
our president. Kerry's past
is foggy and he offers no
clear • solutions for the
future. With a voting record
to the left of Ted Kennedy,
Kerry's views stand in stark
contrast to the vision of
mainstream America.
When you go to the po1ls
Nov. 2, prioritize for what.
not for whom, you are voting.

Jeff Lester is a sophomore
political science major from
Harrodsburg.

MURRAY STATE ELEVA 'TOR SYSTEM

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawcin@thenews.org.

•
In case this '*adventure grad has added his 2 cents,
into hell that wUl change one of the best tales came
your life• is too much for from an alumna of Eastern
Looking for something to the kids, tltere will be a fall Kentucky University, in a
do on Halloween? Cards festival aAd nunery.
story she called "Krusty

Local church offes:s
Halloween fan

Straight campus
have been spo~~ around
advert1smg what

firom

the
horseS
uth. ..

sounds like a lighthearted.
fun Halloween get""\togetber.
The program, hosted by
Hope Harbor Church, is
called "To Hell and Back."
The cards feature what one
can only assume is an
artist's rendition of hell,
towering red flames complete with a skulL

COJlt8e students

share on Web slte

Do you ever get the feeliq.g you are all alone in this
~ wQtW caDed college?

CheCk out ....WW.tollepstories.com to commiserate
with students and graduates about your best and

Despite the fact that I have lived in
the South the entirety of my life,
there are still certain "Southernisms" I "fmd quite baffling.
I'm not talking about the standard
y'all. Y'all is a time management tool
- it gets the job done. It's quick, easy
and just one syllable. I suspect even
Northerners
say
y'all when no one is
looking because it's
so multi-purpose.
No, the "isms'' to
which I'm referring
are
oft-uttered
Southern phrases.
Some are silly,
some odd and some
make absolutely no w~ww
sense ·whatsoever.
The first item Elizabeth
under examination is Cawein
the phrase ''ftx you a plate." Other
variations on this include "fiXin' to"
and "fixed up."
Let's say you and your mother went
to party or gathering thrown by a
family member, and your father or a
sibling was unable to attend. After
you explain to the host or hostess
why your entire family isn't present,
the natural response will be "Oh,
we'll fix 'em a plate."
Is the plate broken in some way?
Must we repair it? This phrase is not
only an incorrect use of the word fix,
but also a throwback to Southerners'
incessant need to cure problems with
food and copious amounts thereof.
We also get "fixed up" to go out on
a date or to a high-class function
(where those exist in the South,
search me) and we are constantly
"fixin' to" do something.
Beyond our fixin', we also like to
bless people as much as possible. And
quite often, our blessings are actually
just buffers for insulting statements.
For example: "She's a little on the
ugly side, bless her heart."
Though what you've just said was
flat-out insulting, you have tempered
it by blessing your victim. Additionally, we like to add "Lord knows" for
emphasis to many statements as a
prefix or suffix.
If you need to turn something over,
or maybe dump it out, just combine
the two and "tump" it.
And for some reason unknown to
me, perhaps because of a tenet of
Murphy's Law, the eloquent Southerners who use these phrases most
often are the ones who end up on the
evening news, in the spotlights with a
microphone to their mouth. ·
"She was fixin' to start runnin' for
the cellar like a bat outta hell, bless
her little heart. but the wind just
tumped over the trnilor, scooped her
right up and flung her 'bout 50 yards
yonder, right into that old Oak tree."
Yes, you've seen these few, proud,
upstanding citizens before. They are
the ones describing the aforementioned wind storm and tornado as
sounding ''like a freight train." Then,
after the interview is over, they stand
behind the reporter waving their
arms in the air and mouthing "hj
mom" to the camera.
What a colorful bunch we are,
indeed. I suppose I can't be too hard
on my fellow Southerners. as Lord
knows I have let slip a few of these
"isms" once or twice in my lifetime.
Okay, maybe more than a few. bless
my little heart.

Karen."
.. We moved into the
dorms on Aug. 14. By Aug.
16, I had already realized
that life with Karen just
wasn't going to work. I
cotild spend hours describing the oddities I experienced in those two days:
the strange fish smell that
pervaded her bed, her snaggle teeth and disregard for
personal hygiene, the fact

that she refused to take her
microwave out of the box,
but 1 digress.
"I spent as little time with
her: as possible, and then
scored a private room on
the same floor.
''A few weeks later, I was
socializing with some
friends on another floor.
This guy comes running in
the room and announces,
"Ohmygoshyouguysl You
gotta check this out!
There's this nasty girl masturbating in the hallway!" I
refused to join the crowd of
spectators, and went back

to my room, instead.
"The next day. however, I
found out that a young lady
from my floor had been
arrested for indecent exposure: pleasuring herself in
front of a crowd •.. on family weekend, while there
were younger siblings staying in the dorm, no less!
"Of course, it was none
other than 'Krusty Karen."'

Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
mouth"
to
horse's
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Eight candidates have Murray relationship
projects because we have
no budget," Henley said.
Henley said he bdicvcs
healthcare is the most
pressing issue for KenEmerging Technology, I tuckians.
Marissa Casey
brought in $9 million in
"(Healthcare) is a
Staff Writer
mcasey@thenews.org
fund ing," he said. "I national problem, but it's
brought $3 million for the been exacerbated in KenEight candidates in this new building that's being tucky," he said. "A $180
year's state and local built. And I was part of million Band-Aid isn't
elections can trace their the fund raising when the going to solve anything."
roots to Murray State.
Regional Special Events
Henley said he respects
Buddy Buckingham, 5th Center was built, when the rights of voters to
district state representa- Carr Health was renovat- decide what they think is
tive, currently serves as ed and when Alexander best on Election Day.
the University's director was built."
"I'm not in it for the
of regional planning and
Buckingham believes money," he said. "1 want
interim director of the the biggest issues facing to donate my salary to a
Center for Emerging western Kentucky are scholarship at Murray
Technology.
education and health- State."
Buckingham said his care.
Murray's city council
experiences with the
"We just passed new election features 19 canUniversity and the sur- legislation to protect didates, five of whom
rounding
community teachers' healthcare for have tics to Murray State.
have helped him relate to the fiscal year," he said.
Doris Clark-Parham,
western Kentuckians.
"Education is always a director of Adventures in
"I've been fortunate to high priority of mine. Math
and
Science,
get a good education at Unfortunately funding believes her experience
the Murray city schools for education is always as a member of the city
and Murray State Uni- threatened to be cut. lt's council is important
versity," he said. "I've an ongoing problem."
when dealing with the
had eight years of experiMelvin Henley is chal- city's growth.
ence in industry and lenging Buckingham for
"My experience 1s
manufacturing. 21 years his seat in the Kentucky important. given all that's
in retail as a small busi- House of Representa- going on with changes in
ness owner and 14 years tives.
the
University
and
at the University."
Henley, who spent 36 growth of the city as
Buckingham said his years as a professor of well," she said.
position with Murray chemistry at the UniverClark-Parham said her
State allows him to serve sity, said his first priority experience with the Unibeyond the Murray area.
would passing a budget.
versity and M~ray will
"In the last couple of
"(Western Kentucky) help her form a better
years with the Center for has lost $64 million in relationship between the

Alumni, employees
participate in politics

Do you know the name of
the U.S. national anthem?
"The Star-Spangled Banner."

What you said:
"No. Oh, wait, Star-Spangled
Banner."
Emily Popham
freshman from Hardinspurg
"No, I don't."

Ellen Isaacson
freshman from
Worthfield, Ill.
"Urn, Star-Spangled Banner."
Shannon Basinski
freshman from Dupo, Ill.
"Oh say can you see? I don't
know."
David Fries
junior from Louisville
"No."

Elpida Ella
senior. from Cyprus
"The Star-Spangled Banner."
TerraWece
freshman
from West Frankfort, Ill.

two.
"You want to make the
best decisions for the
community,'.' she said.
"There's always issues
with zoning, particularly
now with new businesses. We want to keep the
community
environment."
Orville Herndon, computer systems technician
for the department of
journalism and mass
communication, is running for city council.
"I decided to run
because 1 feel like there's
room for improvement,"
he said. "The current city
government is rather
closed to provide information."
He said his experience
as president of Staff Congress has provided him
with experience necessary to be a part of the
city council.
"The current government didn't do too good
planning and now we
have to pay to correct it,"
he said.
Martin Milkman, professor of economics and
finance, is also seeking a
seat on the city council.
"I've been at Murray
State
University
17
years.'' he said. "Because
of my background and
training in economics, I
would have the ability to

Public Safety's tip of the week: Internet fraud

"Uh, the American national
anthem? 'The Star-Spangled
Banner."
Daniel Godwin
senior
from Dyersburg, Tenn.
"Star-Spangled Banner."
Matthew Thomas
sophomore from Paducah
"The Star-Spangled Banner."
Alyse Zinzilleta
sophomore
from Springfield, Ill.

Correct answers: 7
Wrong answers: 3

L"lin Gilll•<./ I ht• New!!

Nick Stokolosap senior from Swedesborop N.J., browses the Philadelphia
Eagles's Web site Tuesday afternoon in the CW:rls Center. •

look at issues and policy
from an economic standpoint."
Milkman said there are
two sides to managing
the community's growth.
"The University will
continue to grow." Milkman said. "On the community side, there's the
expansion of Briggs and
Stratton, and Wcbasto
has already indicated
they'd like to build a second plant."
Milkman said he would
work to serve as a bridge
between the students an·d
the community.
"I'll try to do my best,"
he said. "I'll take it seriously and try to represent all the citizens and
students. Even if they
don't vote here, they're
an important part of the
community."
Jason Pittman, house
and events manager of
Lovett Auditorium and
the Regional Special
Events
Center,
and
Annazette Fields, director of Equal Opportunity,
are also running for City
Council. Neither could
be reached for comment.
Ken Winters is running
for the Kentucky State
Senate. Winters is a Murray State alumnus and
worked at the University
for 23 years. He could not
be reached for comment.

Identity theft is one of the fastest growing
crimes in the country, said Public Safety Capt.
Larry Nixon.
Thieves use a variety of methods to steal
personal information. With nothing more than
a name and Social Security number people
can:
• Open new credit card accounts and run up
charges.
• Use counterfeit checks and debit cards to
drain bank accounts.
• Open new bank accounts
• Buy automobiles or property by taking out
loans in the person's name.
• Commit crimes and use false identity to mislead police.
To prevent becoming a victim of Internet
fraud, Nixon suggests:
• Give out personal in formatio n only when
you are certain the recipient has a valid reason
to ask for it.
• Send any personal or financial information
by secure Web site.
• Do not reply to an e-mail warning a n account
of yours will be shut down unless you confirm
billing information. Contact the company by
phone.
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spirituality.com
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Tanning & Storag e Aentol

liS!ia;iS
Hours

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Mon. . 11lurs.
8 a.m. · 9 P.m.
• Fri. & Sat.

8 a.m. . 8

Place your
message in
The Murray
State News
classifieds for

753-3333
753-3853

p.m.

Closed Smdlol

'}De 'Wild CQspberry
••••••••••••••••••••
or
Special

L« Annual "Trick Treat"
Event
'111ur.Ktay, Oct. 28, 2004 from 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Ilalf of d1c ~on: ,., ill be ~A> off on purcha.se-> ci $25 or more.
The Trick: Corne see which ~tlf, the !,tift or scr.tpbook haU! Parents, afk"r 5 there \viii be ~pecial treats tor lhe kids! Rcfn::slun<.'Ol't
w1U he ~"'IV~. Other speciall&r.-; will he given!

•••••••••••••••••••••

Call 753-0859 for more information

PER WORD
For more
information call

762-4478

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,Ky 4207 1
502-7 53-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

T icket Prices:
General Admission: $15 • MSU Students with ID/Children Under 12: $1 0
Special rates available for· groups of 15 or more
Advance tickets available at MSU Music Office
50'1 Price Doyle FJne Arts • 270.762-4288
or Murr-ay·Calloway Co. Chamber of Commerce • 270-753-5171

One and two bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

All proceeds benefit the HSU Wind Ensemble's appearance
In New York City's Carnegie Hall, March 1005
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COllEGE

ers.
'a w o e new wor
Heather Bryant

She said

develop ffiendships and a family, it's just not your regular family."
Rogers said she encourages
students to consider participating in the program, even if they
are hesitant about it,
"(The program) is a
magical experien~to
the least," she sai«..
.
Gina Winchester, as ·tant director and cQoperative
education coordinator of
Career. Services, said there
are two' options students have
with tlie Disney College Progr~. The fim option · is
r~etted to as the coll•e pro-

College Life Editor
hbryant@thenews.org

Mickey Mouse - two words
that describe what some Murray State students say is a lifechanging,
career-enhancing
experience.
. Lindsey Rogers, senior from
Edwardsville, Ill., was an
advanced intern, or "cast member," at Walt Disney World last
semester. She said the Walt Disney World College Program
changed her life in a positive
way and helped her realize
where she wants to focus her
career.
"Ever since I was little, I've
always loved Disney and it's
always been my dream to be at
Disney World," she said. "Within two weeks (Disney World)
trained us to be leaders and to
have the Disney look."

I
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option is an ad
J9-ternship and is restr
to upper
level juniors and seniors.
"Even if you've never done the
college p~or:pn at Disney, you c
lp,ly for aA
advanced i
nship:' slie sai&
"Disney has do.! an excellent
job of pro~ ppportunitiu
for all students and all maj
Winchester~ Murray S.tll«l~1
has pli!Ced i!Mnts
college pr~ for
v..-~.r<l.! ·and said it is an u.vt~Vi\~
IMsney recl'1Uit~l's t~tJIA11•·
aAU..l. . . . .

a
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"What we have done for Murray State students is provide a
way for them to experience this
and continue classes," Winchester said.
Students receive three credit
hours for the internship, and
Disney offers six accredited
courses students can take at no
additional cost to fulfill any
elective requirements they may
have.

CollEGE LIFE
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This Week
• Friday
Voices of Praise
7 p.m., Curris Center Stables
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SisterS keep bakery going strong
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer

have co-owned the
restaurant since 1993
when they purchased it
from Sammons. Since
then very little has been
done to change the
restaurant's
format,
they have even maintained Sammons' original recipes.
"We left it just like it
was," Dedmon said. "We
just try to keep it where
everyone's
welcome.
We're not fancy."
The atmosphE.•re of
Sammons' Bakery is
reminiscent of a smalltown diner with coffee
pots bubbling, eggs frying and silverware
chiming amid the low,
friendly
voices
of
patrons.
"Most of our customers are regulars,"
Dedmon said. "Even the
(students), we know
who they are."
Dedmon said part of
Sammons' draw to the
community
is
the
opportunity it offers for
people to relax in a comfortable and social
atmosphere.
Mike Rives, 1972 Murray State alumnus, said
this is one of the reasons
h~ has kept coming to
Sammons' Bakery.
"I've been coming
here a long time," Rives
said. "It's a pretty nice
little place. The atmosphere is friendly."

Rives said during his
college career at Murray
State he started eating at
Sammons
regularly,
growing more attached
to the restaurant toward
his graduating year. He
said the restaurant plays
host to daily in-depth
political
discussions
between
customers,
which range from calm
to controversial.
Still, Rives said the
restaurant's
menu
sc<.'ms to keep bringing
customers back.
''They have got good
food," he snid. "For what
you get it is not as
expensive as other
places. lt is a good
place, it really is."
Dedmon said the
prices arc purposely
kept low for the sake of
college students and the
community.
"The one thing that
we have the most comments (about) is how we
try to keep our prices
down,'' she said.
Sammons'
Bakery,
located at 974 Chestnut
St., is open Monday
through Friday from 5
a.m. to 2 p.m. with both
breakfast and lunch
available at all times.
Sammons' Bakery also
offers special order
homemade cakes and
other baked goods.
Orders cnn be placed by
calling (270) 753-5434.

• Saturday

pdishon@thcnews.org

Football
1:30 p.m., MSU vs.
Southeast Missouri
State University,
Roy Stewart Stadium

At 1 a.m. most of Murray is still asleep. However. for the owners of
Sammons' Bakery, it is
the beginning of a long
day of baking and frying.
This is when sisters
Teresa Bast and Patty
Dedmon start rolling
dough for the varieties
of freshly made doughnuts and rolls Sammons'
offers.
"We come in every
morning at one o'clock
and make our doughnuts from scratch," Dedmon said. "Probably the
one (doughnut) we'd
probably be known for
is the chocolate barnyard."
Dedmon said the
chocolate barnyard is
one of the biggest and
best selling doughnuts
at the bakery.
''It is a flat cinnamon
roll," she said. "We roll
it out, fry it crispy and
top it with !=hocolatc."
Sammons' Bakery isn't
only known for doughnuts. The restaurant's
sign claims it is "home
of the world's best hamburger."
"We're mostly known
for our cheeseburgers,"
Dedmon said. "The
thing about our sandwiches is they come on
a homemade bun."
Sammons' Bakery has
won awards from the
Murray Ledger and
Times for both best
burger and best bakery.
Dedmon and Bast
have both worked at
Sammons' Bakery for
more than 20 years. In
that time, each said they •
developed a strong relationship with the bakery's original owner,
Gene Sammons. Sammons began the restaurant in the late 1950s.
''He had always said
that (my sister nod I)
Ricky Agustinl/he News
would probably own it
T e r esa Bast, co-owner of Sammons' Ba kery,
someday," Bast said.
Bast and Dedmon prepares eggs for custome rs.

• Sunday
AQ.HA
Horse
Show
8 a.m., free admission, Murray State
EXPO Center

• Monday
Multicultural
Institute
ll:30 a.m., $3.50 for
students without a
meal plan, $450 for
faculty and staff,
Winslow
Dining
Hall

• Thesday
College Program
5:30 p.m., Walt Disney World College
Program,
Freed
Curd Auditorium,
Industry and Technology Center

• Wednesday
SGAMeetlng
5 p.m., Barkley
Room, Curris Center

• Thursday

Andrea Chapm;m/7 he News

Conce rt Choir
Grace Puckett, residen t of M urray, watches h er daughte r, K eeli Puck·
8 p.m., free admis- ett, e at a d o ughnut at Samm ons' Bakery Wednesday m o rning.
sion, Lovett Auditorium

The College Life section showcases a weekly series of locally
owned, non-franchise Murray
eateries.

• Friday
Movie
10 p.m.. The RockY
Horror
Picture
Show,
featuring
guests from Sock
and Buskin, Curris
Center Theater

CbeapEatl

.Alit

• saturday
Volleyball
2 p.m., MSU vs.
Austin Peay, Racer
Arena

er$$

• Burger and Fries

$4.25

• Chicken and Fries

• Double Burger and Fries

$4.60

• Sausage/Bacon Egg

$4.40

and Cheese Biscuit

I"'-L1..l....:>

•••••••••••••••••• :
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~Arts Bldg.

Patricia Klapper : suite 304 East
RN, MSN • 300 S. 8th St.

: 759- 4811

$2.8S

1\1AIN STRE ~T MUSIC
2

l l1

J'\ l n n 1 St reet

759-042t)

AND ELECtRIC GUITARS
AMPS -KEYBOARDS AND MORE
MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM

HOURS:MON·FRI tO:OO·S:OO SATURDAY 12:00·4:00
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unique Mulcan Food • Dell sandwiches
cajun Specials • salads · soups • Bar·I-Q

$Pf'

.. Special Price Lunch Menur
'\ Open Mon. - sat 11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

BAR & DRINK SPECIALS
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DRINK
with student ID

Store Hours
Monday -Thursday: 6 a.m.· 6 p.m.
Friday - Saturday: 6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Downtown Murray
(off the square)
) UU can
un your
YOUl'HIN a 100% a1-natura1 weight klill product that wiD gop thl~ rood
era~ and~ in a ht-dllhier. trimmer you.
Stop by The Ritz on tbe com.,. .X 15th am Oliw and pick up YOtrl~

toda)!

J
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Internship opportunity
'magical' experience

Wax hands make
colorful creations
JanetRobb
Assistant College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Mu rray State students
waited in line for a chance
to dip their hands in hot
paraffm wax at the Curris
Center Monday.
T he Student Government
Association and Campus
Activities Board sponsored
the free event. SGA coordinator Jeanie Morgan said
the wax hands event has
been going o n for about a
decade.
"It's one of those things
people really enjoy doing,"
said Morgan.
Brittney Bogard, innovative acts chairwoman of
CAB, said she didn't know
what to expect or what to
say when people asked her
about the event. Bogard,
junior from Murray, participated to demonstrate how
to make the wax hands.
"I loved it," Bogard said.
"I really didn't know what
to expect."
. Steve Cress. Wax Concepts employee from Dallas, told students to soak

their hands in a cooler of ice
water in order to numb the
hand before dipping it in
the wax.
After the hands were
soaked in the ice cold water,
students then dipped their
hands into the 150 degree
wax about 10 times until a
thick coat of wax covered
their hands.
The wax hand was
removed, after the hands
were dipped into more ice
water, by being cut off with
a plastic card. When the
wax was removed, it was
then dipped into different
colored dyes.
"The process takes about
five minutes," said Jeremy
Sherrell, Wax Concepts
employee from Dallas.
"(It's) not long at all."
Julie Jackson, junior from
Dover, Tenn., said it looked
interesting and decided to
do it because it was different.
"It's not too hot," Patrick
senior
from
Clark,
Louisville, said. "It fee ls
pretty good actually."
Clark said he was g lad
Wax Concepts came back

~------ This

FromPage7

Erin Gilles/The

Vickie Bailey, resident of
to Murray State.
''I've been waiting for Ashland. was visiting Murthree years to do it," he said. ray State with her children
"I'm glad I finally got to do who were involved in All·
it today."
State, a musical competition
Students created many and convention.
different wax hand gestures
"It's a great keepsake,"
ranging from heart shapes Bailey said of her rainbow·
to couples holding hands to colored wax hand.
praying hands.
Bailey said dipping her
Rachel Mckoy, sophobands into the wax was
more from Hawaii, did two,
relaxing.
o ne for each hand. One of
"I thought it felt good,
Mckoy's hands was a hang
nice and warm," she said.
loose, which she said means
Wax Concepts nlso docs
''what's up" in Hawaii.
inflatable
games, wacky 3·
"It looked cool (and) you
D,
air
brush
tattoos and
get to make different
messages
on
rice
grains. For
shapes," she said.
more
information
e -mail
Murray State students as
or
well as campus visitors salcs@wacky3d.com
enjoyed making wax hands. visit www.wacky3d.com.

•Box Office

• Songs

•DVD

1. SO Number Ones
George Strait
2. Confessions
Usher
3. The Chronicles of Life and
Death
Good Charlotte
4. Greatest hits Vol I
Korn
S. Suit
Nelly

1. Shark Tale

l Goodies
Ciara featuring Petey Pablo
2. My Boo
Usher and Alicia Keys
3. Lean Back
Terror Squad
4. Lose My Breath
Destiny's Child
S. She Will Be Loved
MaroonSJ

l Fahrenheit 9/ll

Source: Billboard .com

3. Team America: World
Pollee
,

. ..

4. ShaU W e Dance?

5. :Ladder 49

·1

So urce: movies/nytimes:com

Soor<.e: Billihtrd.com

BURT'S BEES

Hello KittyQ

the--

Cameeeledfoa.
riBello Kitty in the ltatel

q? Beante 'Babies 4- Moref
CIRCLE @CANDLES
404 Main St. Court Square
402 Main St. Court Square
753-7222

Chiropractic...
The Right Choice For Your Future
Is your dream to become adOOor,to study in beautiful surroundings, with awortd·renowned
faculty and state ot the art facil~- what more could you want in aprofessional educaoon?
Logan College students receive all this and more! Hyou are ready to accept the challenge
of graduate professional study in science, physK>therapy, nulrition, raddlgy,dinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive dinical rotations, then Logan Colk!ge
is the place for you.
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get weD
through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn asubstantial
income COOtmensurate with your position as aDoctor of Chiropractic.
Most DC's \¥00 in aprivate pr~tice setting, providing time for fami~
and other important quali~ of life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at loganadm@logan.edu
to receive aninformation packet describing the world's fastest growing
healthcare profession. You can also visit our webs~e at www.logan.edu.

I

2. Walking Tall

3. Man on Fire
4. Mean Girls

S.Savedl

---ii3aEIOtiB--

•Books

• Web site

1. The Dark Tower
Stephen King
2. The Plot Against America
Philip Roth
3. Trace
Patricia Cornwell
4. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
5. Are You Afraid Of The

wdwcollegeprogram.com
This Wt•b site provides
information about thL' Walt
Disney World College Program. This program gives
students a chance to build
their resumt.' with a paid
internship at Walt Disney
World. All majors nnd college levels a re eligible
along with possible college
credit. Visit this Web site
for application info rmation
and deadlines.

~

Sidney Sheldon

'"

thenews.org

J

wm

Week in Entertainment

• Albums

2. Friday Night Lights

Ne w~

Steve Cress, Wax Concepts employee from DaUas,
scores the wax with a plastic card before removing it
from Liz Bennett, freshman from D ayto n, Ohio.

shut down f~r one day per
hurricane and Owens said
Disney Col1cge Program
during that time she slept
this semester and said she
and prayed.
is having a wonderful time.
''Then you go to work
She said being in the proand
talk to full-time cast
gram is helping her realize
members
and they have no
what she wants to do with
roof
on
their
house, and it
her degree at Murray State.
puts
things
into
perspec"I know my major and. my
tive."
she
said.
minor and I needed to figDisney celebrates diverure out which direction I
wanted to go,'' she said.
sity but there arc rules that
Owens said the experi- must be followed. These
ence the Disney program is rules arc what would be
giving her is irreplaceable.
expected in the business
"I realized I'm in a
world, Owens said.
re ally good place
A mandatory meetright now," she said.
ing for s tudents
"The sacrifices I'm
interested in the
making now will
Walt Disney World
really be worth it in
College
Program
the long run."
be at 5:30 p.m . .
Owens said she
Tuesday in freed
came home for
Curd Auditorium.
Homecoming, and
Students arc encoureven though she •
aged to \VCar promisses her family
courtesy of
fessional attire to
Lindsey Rogero;
and friends, she
the meeting even
knows the Disney
though
interviews
will be
College Program is where
conducted
at
a
later
dnte.
she needs to be at this point
"It's
real
life
experience
in her life.
"It's challenging each that really matters," Owens
day. but in a good way,'' said. "You can read as
Owens said .
much as you want to in text
The Florida hurricanes books but there's nothing
required Disney World to like the real thing."

Source:

hometown.aol.co. uk

Source: nytimes.com
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Student represents homestate, competes in Miss Tennessee USA pageant
Elizabeth Fields

"I am probably the most
nervous
about the swimsuit
Staff Writer
eflelds@thenews.org
competition, but I have gotten better about trying to
Mallorie Jenkins began run every night and to do
participating in her last my sit-ups," she said.
pageant yesterday, and she
The only other aspect of
is going out big by compet- the pageant that worries
ing in the 2005 Miss Ten- Jenkins is the other contesnessee USA pageant which tants. She said the other
runs through Saturday.
women are competitive,
"I started doing pageants :1nd she is nervous about
really young and it has rooming with one of her
always been one of my opponents.
goals to participate in it,''
Although she is appresaid Jenkins.
hensive about walking in
Jenkins, sophomore from her swimsuit and sharing a
Puryear,
Tenn.,
left room, Jenkins is excited
Wednesday to travel to about her last pageant. She
Clarksville to prepare for said her favorite part is the
Thursday's opening events anticipation building up to
at Austin Peay State Uni- the big night on stage.
versity. The contestants
"I am fine right now, but I
learned the opening dance know as soon as I get there
routine, met each other and it will alJ hit me, and I could
readied for the preliminar- become a nervous wreck,"
ies, which are today. Satur- Jenkins said.
day the fmal 15 contestants
Jenkins is excited her
will be announced and the n mom will be in the crowd
compete in the swimsuit, cheering for her. She said
formal gown and interview she can always count on her
contests.
mom, who has supported

tries to remember someone
has to win and that person
does not always have to be
her daughter.
"I'm very proud of her,"
said Kim Jenkins. "She is a
wonderful daughter, and I
hope she has the time of her
life.''
Although her dad, Kenny
Jenkins, does not attend all
of the pageants, Jenkins said
he supports her just as
much.
''My dad is a sergeant
courtesy of
here at Murray State's PubMallorie
lic Safety and so he is
Jenkins
always there for me
Jenkins throughout her whether it is at school or at
pageant years. Both of her home,'' said Jenkins.
parents are happy she is
Jenkins is a public relaable to do something she tions major and a resident
enjoys so much.
adviser in Clark College.
Kim .Jenkins, Mallorie's She said the experience she
mom, shops for the dresses, gets every day from that
travels and offers advice.
position will help her in the
"I tell her to just enjoy competition.
herself and have fun meet"It has really helped me to
ing all of the girls,'' said Kim grow up and has taught me
fenkins.
how to deal with a lot of
When she finds herself problems and really help
getting anxious she said she those on my floor," she said.

Jenkins also said she uses ney Hutson, junior from
her firm belief in God to Cottage Grove, Tenn., and
show everyone what type of is planning a wedding for
person she is.
·
next summer.
During the Miss TenThe couple has not set a
nessee USA pageant, Jenk- date because if Jenkins wins
ins will be interviewed by a the pageant, she will have to
panel of judges, and she travel to meet a series of
said in this part of the com- political figures and reprepetition they judge person- sent Tennessee before the
ality, not just outward Miss USA Pageant in April,
appearances.
but she is excited to begin
"I try to be nice to every- the next stage of her life.
one and treat them all the
"I will miss the hype of it
same,'' Jenkins said.
all and the rush of being up
It seems as though many on stage in front of all those
ofher competitors think the people," Jenkins said. "I am
same thing. In a 2001 Ten- blessed to have gotten this
nessee state scholarship far and would be happy to
pageant,
Jenkins
was make it into the top 15,
awarded Miss Congeniality would love to win, but I am
along with a fourth-place just honored to be able to
finish and Most Photogenic compete."
and Best Model awards.
Jenkins competed in and To purchase tickets, or for
won the 2003 Henry Coun- information about the conty Fair Pageant. She has par- testants visit www.misstent icipated in many pageants nesseeUSA.com. More genall her life, but said this will eral information can be
be her last because of future found by calling Greenwood Productions at 913p lans.
Jenkins is engaged to Syd- 317-6800.

High gas prices take toll on wallets, trips home
7
Tyler Moore

Staff Writer

tmoore@l henews.org

Driving to the local gas
station only to realize gas
prices have risen 10 cents in
a day is a reality for many
Murray State students as
gas prices have shot up to
an average of $2.04 per gallon.
Sources of money are few
and far between for some
students, and gas takes up
an enormous amount of the
little money they have.
"I really have to watch
where I drive because gas is
so darn expensive," said
Katie Adams, fre sl1man

from Crestwood. "I even
have to watch those trips
home. 1 pay $60 round trip
every time that I go."
For Adams, who lives
four hours north of Murray,
frequent visits home are no
longer possible because of
gas prices, which are on the
rise once again across Murray and the nation.
"There are two primary
factors which lead to the
increase of gas prices,'' said
Roger Boyd, director of
public relations for AAA of
Kentucky. "One is obviouslY. the cost of crude oil per
barrel and two is the general unrest of the Middle
East."

The cost of crude oil per
barrel is now averaging
around $50, hitting students
and all drivers alike. Thus,
individual gas stations are
not to blame so much as the
overseas distributors, Boyd
said.
"The prices are set in
response to the wholesale
markets," said Boyd. "Local
gas station competition is
good in that it can drive
prices down, but if there is
little competition (it) can be
bad in that prices can be
driven up."
Derek Fellows, sophomore from New Washington, Ind., said the gas prices
not only prevent him from

making frequent trips home
but also from driving
around Murray.
''Gas prices are so high,''
he said. "They now prevent
me from simply driving
around.''
High gas prices not only
affect drivers, but also communities as a whole.
.
"Communities are hit in
every aspect," said Boyd.
"In some way, every industry and business relies on
gas. When those prices are
high, that directly hits consumers in the pocket book.''
Though high gas prices
deter many students from
using their cars, Bryn Turner, freshman from Lebanon,

said the high gas prices
have allowed her to get out
of the ntt of being dependent on her car.
"Though the
gas prices
do limit
wher e
I go

sometimes,
that is not always
bad," said Turner. "Not
using my car has allowed
me to walk places and get
exercise, and I don't rely on
it as much.''

Despite
high gas
prices keeping some students from driving
home and using their cars,
students can do little else to
save the consumption of
gas.
Said Boyd: "There is really no way to lower the gas
prices.''

PLEASE VOTE

MELVIN B. HENLEY
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
NOVFMBER·2

FORMER MAYOR
OF
MURRAY

FORMER MSU
PROFESSOR:
36YEARS

IN THE

FORMERMSU
FACULTY
REGENT

MSU
CLASSROOM
B.S. in MATH . CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS FROM MURRAY STATE
Ph.D In CHEMISTRYtPHYSICS UNIVERSITY OF MISSiSSIPPI
M.B.A. FROM MURRAY STATE

KENTUCKY NEEDS COOPERATION BETWEEN THE ADMINISTRAnON
AND THE LEGISLATURE
I HAVE A LONG HISTORY OF CONSENSUS BUILDING AND WILL WORK
HARD TO BRING HOME DOLLARS TO MSU
••tF ELECTED I WILL DONATE THE SALARY TO A SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT HERE AT
MURRAY STATE..
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SPORTS

Sports Editor: '\Iathan Clinkcnbe;tr<.l
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro

Phone: 762-4481

Red Sox cap off
wild comeback
in the Bronx
Unbelievable.
Last Saturday, I was watching the
Red Sox get drubbed 19-8 to go down
in the series 3-0, and now I am sitting
here writing a column after they just
won that same series. I have to be
dreaming.
All I have to do though is look
down at the message posted below
my keyboard to understand how this
happened.
Believe.
Even
though
every baseball fan
might not be able
to believe it happened, it did. And
yet the Red Sox
and an entire
nation believed it
could all along.
I printed out
the
"Believe"
message a few
Nathan
times and posted Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
them throughout
the
newsroom
prior to Game Seven. Somehow I bad
to work on a newspaper in the middle
of the most important game of the
season. Don't ask me how I got a section finished, ask my wonderful assistant. She was in control, it's all a blur
to me.
Somehow the Red Sox won Game
Four tying the game off the best closer in postseason history, Mariano
Rivera. Somehow they won Game
Five in the same fashion. Somehow
Curt Schilling transformed into Roy
Hobbs and won Game Six. Somehow
the Red Sox won Game Seven in Yankee Stadium behind Derek freakin'
Lowe.
I had said before, though, this is the
end of the Yankee dynasty, and it was
the Red Sox doing the things the Yankees do. Well that continued in the
postseason.
Do you really think in any other
year the umpires would have called a
meeting and changed the home run
call in Game Six? Would they have
called another meeting, in the same
game, to change another call when
Bush League Rodriguez cracked
Arroyo's arm? I'll answer that for you.
Hell no.
In another year the Red Sox would
never have come back twice in a row
against Rivera.
But they did. They did it in Yankee
Stadium, in front of 55,000 New Yorkers, George Steinbrenner and his luxury box and, of course, the Babe.
Without failure, my older brother
had to call me before the game and
tell me "the curse of the Babe lives."
He happens to be a Yankee fan, and
after he went through his normal
taunting he calmly said he didn't really care who won the series and that '
he was tired of it.
Typical Yankee fan answer. You
can easily decipher that to mean
"yeah, I'm scared the Yankees will
probably lose and since we've won so
many times I'm going to play it off
like it's no big deal."
Too bad my brother couldn't see
my middle finger through the phone.
The Yanks may be defeated, but
there are still four more games to be
won. My rally cry remains posted at
my keyboard.
Believe.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

photos by Ondi Cnppslgucst

Junior quarterback Adam Fisher hands off to sophomore running back
Chad 'Tank' Cook. The Racers running backs could not keep their fourgame streak. of a 100-yard rusher against a tough Eastern Illinois defense.

Racers set to run
on SEMO defense
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbt?ard@tltent'Ws.org

Following an offensive meltdown in
a 24-9 loss to Eastern lllinois last
weekend, the Racers will look to resurrect · its ground game when South·
cast ·Missouri State visits Roy Stewart
Stadium at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.
Murray State (~-4, 2-2 Ohio Valley
Conference) sits in fourth place in the
OVC standings, while the Rcdhawks
0-5, 1-2 OVC) are in seventh. After
losing every non-conference game,
SEMO won its OVC opener against
Samford in an offensive slugfest. 5148.

Junior Daniel Rumley drops a pass In the end zone
as he is being covered by Panther sophomore cornerback Ben Brown. The Racers lost to EIU, 24-9.

Head Coach Joe Pannunzio knows
that SEMO will be prepared to give
his Racer squad a good game.
"Against SEMO the last four years it
has come down to the wire. so I don't
expect anything different," Pannunzio
said. "J think they'll come here and

give us a a good fight. They always
look forward to playing us, and it's
always a big game for them. It's a
game we have to win."
Senior quarterback Andrew Goodenough leads the Redhawks offense
with the second most passing yards in
the OVC. Goodenough is ranked first
in passing yards per game with 290.5.
Goodenough has eight touchdowns
and eight interceptions combined
from six games this season, and Pannun~io realizes his defense will have
to do its best to shut down the Redhawks quarterback if the Racers want
to avoia a losmg ~treak.
Two SEMO receivers thriving on
Goodenough's arm arc senior Ray
Goodson and junior T.J. Milcic. Goodson and Milcic are ranked fifth and
sixth respectively in the OVC in
receiving yards.

see LOSS/13

Soccer team clinches OVC tournament birth with victory
Dan Tepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thcnews.org

It took all of regulation ~md
nearly two overtime periods for
the Murray State women's soc·
cer team to clinch its first victory ever at Southeast Missouri
State Sunday, securing a spot in
the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship Tournament.
The lone goal was scored by
freshman Molly Wolfe with less
than two minutes remaining in
the second overtime.
Originally recruited as a
defender, Wolfe has made the
transition to forward as the season has progressed.
''I've just had tn mak~? the
adjustment to another position,"
Wolfe said. "It hasn't been that
difficult.''
Wolfe's Sunday gl>al was her
fourth this season, and she continues to make a difference on
the team.
"She has had a big impact this
season, and her goal Sunday
helped us in the conference
standings," Head Coach Mike
Minielli said. "All of our games

this season have been so close
that every goal has been big."'
Wolfe says the offense is seeking consistency as the tournament approaches.
"One thing we' re really focusing on is our offense and we just
dedic ated a full practice to
improving that," Wolfe said.
..Overall though, I think our team
is pretty solid."
Sl)phomorc goalkeeper Annie
Fortier recorded 14 saves and
earned her second shutout this
season.
l~ollowing the victory against
SEMO, the Racers are third in
the OVC standings with two confert•nce games remaining against
Tennessee Tech <tnd Austin
Pcay.
If the Racers finish third or
fourth in the conference standings, they will play their firstround game at Cutchin Field. If
they slip to n·fth nr ~ixth. they
will have to play on the road
throughout the tournament.
This season's conference tournament will he the third appearance for Minielli and the Racers
(7-8-0. 4-2·0 OVC).
The win against SEMO fol-

Mithael

Mc:t ~1urinc>J /hc

M'w'

Freshman Molly Wolfe dribbles around junior Jennifer Mann
at the women's practice Tuesday at Hamilton Field in Murray.
lowed a 2-0 loss Friday against
the second-place team in the
OVC, Eastern Illinois.
Minielli said the team's passing
needs to improve before tournament time rolls aroun~.
"We absolutely need to pass
the ball better because we have
not done that well the last few

games," Minielli said.
''Our
offense needs to be more efficient because our defense has
been carrying us."
The Racers host Tennessee
Tech at 3 p.m. today and Austin
Pcay at 1 p.m. Sunday. Both
games will be played at Cutchin
Field.

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: FOX 9@ 6:30p.m.

Friday: Soccer @ 3 p.m

Saturday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.

College Football
South Florida at Louisville

World Series Game 1
NL Champ at Boston

Cutchin Field
Tennessee Tech at Murray St.

Racer Arena
SEMO at Murray St.

Saturday: NBC @ 1:30 p.m.
College Football
Boston College at Notre Dame

...

Saturday: Football @ 1:30 p.m.

Sunday: FOX 9 @ 6:30 p.m.

Roy Stewart Stadium
SEMO at Murray St.

World Series Game 2
NL Champ at Boston

~

-

Sunday: Rifle @ 8 p.m.
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Morehead St. at Murray St.

~

-

=-;=
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Loss to Eastern Illinois makes Racers long shot to win OVC
From Page 12

defense is giving up 242.7 yards a
game, which is the worst in the

While the R\?dhawks place its
focus on the air attack, the Racers
main emphasis is the running
game. SEMO's pass offense is
rated first in the league while
Murray State's mshing offense is
ranked second.
A trio of Racer running backs,
juniors Ron Lane and Nick Turn·
er and sophomore Chad "Tank"
Cook, have seen the bulk of the
workload in the Racer offense.
The streak of four straight game:.
with a lOO·yarct rusher was
snapped in Charleston. Ill. against
EIU.
Turner and Cook combined for
·101 yards on 20 carries as Eastern
Illinois continuously had defenders in the running lanes and prevented the backs from breaking
big plays.
The running backs will <Jttempt
to restart the 100-yard rushing
streak as Southeast's rushing

ovc.

given a shot in one of Murray
State's series. He only attempted
one pass and didn't complete it.
Pannunzio is aware, with
SEMO's poor passing defense, he
has a chance to open the game up
and try some different things to
get Fisher going.
"We need to open up our passing game with some play action
stuff,'' Pannunzio said. "I think
our drop back stuff is all right, but
we haven't really got the ball
down the field. When we do get it
down the field we are dropping
balls."
Saturday's game against SEMO
will be Education Day. The Racers will have three games left in
its conference schedule after the
SEMO game. including battles
against Eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee State on the road.
Murray State's final home game
of the 2004 season will be at 1:30
p.m. Nov. 13 as the Racers face
Tennessee-Martin on Staff Day.

Offensively, nothing could get
going for the Racers and the loss
has given them little hope to win
an OVC championship.
"Obviously we were disappointed in the way we played," Pannunzi(l said. "I didn't have any
inclination that we would go over
there and and play the way that
we did. We're finding some teams
now that are going to come up
and try to stop the run. We have
to make plays down the field
throwing the football.''
SEMO's defensive stats do not
get better as the team is ranked
last in passing offense and last in
total defense. A poor pass defense
means Murray State junior quarterback Adam Fisher will have a
chance to fmd a rhythm. Fisher
completed 16 of 31 passes against
EIU but only managed 88 yards.
Freshman Ryne Salyer was

Showttmes on tho imerncl

www.holtvwood.com

ANY 2 RENTALS
MONDAY- THURSDAY
FOR S4

24-Hour Information Une

753-3314

MSU STUDENTS
Will. . . .sn.NT LB.
....-rafWCIU'S11CIITPia
($400)
111-Y·U..Y

ootll'ilJI~~)
MORE
'lt'l••ou•u•_.. _
savings

Right Prices.
Right Now:M

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

1 008 Chestnut St.

pholu b) Cuuh CuppSI~UP~l

Junior strong safety Tony Ryan and three other Racer defenders
wrap up and tackle an Eastern Illinois player. The Racer defense
gave up 214 yards on the ground and 180 yards through the air as
the Panthers scored 24 points, including 14 in the third quarter.

'1.1.

lt9.§;

Throughout
The store!

.--.•~

'1.88 ~

see Store For Details.

~@ll_@..,.,

(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FORVIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 753-8084

-

lor;e 0< (:dnl t.arg. o....a. M A"
(clozen)

FAMILY PACK
TOP ROUND STUK or
LONDON BROIL

SANDERSON FARMS
WHOLE
FRYERS

KROGER COFFEE
W..IMYoriotln

99 =or

f

~·13ozC..orlagJ

'l

KROGER JUMBO

BONELESS
CHICKEN BREASTS

BAGELS

10~

(14.2.5· 16 0% Pkg)

TYSON SKJNUSS

Wilh Card

Monday - 1/2 Price Martinis
Tuesday - Ladies' Night $1.50 Margaritas
l
Wednesday - Vegas Contest
Thursday - SO¢ Oysters on the Half Shell
Friday & Saturday - Prime Ri.b

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

AGED
BONELESS STRIP
STEAK
UIDACHOICI

~

KROGER ORANGE
or APPLE JUICE

•

Tuesday, Friday & Saturday
HOURS
Monday - Saturday: 4 p.m. -Midnight

Sunday: I I a.m. - 3 p.m.

KROGER BAR OR
SHREDDED
CHEESE

KROGER MILK

As..n.cl Vorietiet

(1/ 2 Oalon l'lcutic)

Phone: 753-7720
Location: 190 I N. 12th St.
(NEXT TO SKATING RINK)

LARGE
CANTALOUPES

AGED BONELESS
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
USDACHOICI

li

Steak§ antf Spirits
------~£st.

•••., 1. tfh If.

2001------

•Miurr~.,-

•

~·10

A
~ ~~~~

-Woct1Mo(l2•1
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TWO I\IATIDI\IALLY
TOURIJ\16
COMEDIAI\I!i
~16HilI

1000 & Dlll~ft
IPI(Illl!

lb

lw

AFRESH

~ ~f!!ROTS

li

!'10

FarmRoiMCI

lb

~~~TABL..S

,......

~~~,!!TOES

(32•Pk•l

...

BIG K 3 LITER
_,_.

LAY'I or WAVY LAY'S

fiiiiO lAY

15•'-11

HARDBACK or
NPERIACK lOT SEllERS
SeledMT'IIIet

-•

25%OFF
UOWIIITAI.

lt/IURIMV, ltV

St.CJI Do-e•fic: Bee•
St oil all appefl•en

•

•

SKILLET HELPERS,
SPECIALTY POTATOES
or BOWL APPETIT
w.. e.o
Au.-1 VaNtlet
•
(2.3 . 9.2 os Pkel
lw

.r1o

~ ~.!f.!!»NS

FAMILY PAK
PORK STEAKS

•499 --·2" --•399 --$179
1
0
10
10
$10
-.c...
69
ii

SALADS

Cloooio-110 ..1•

~ YELLOW

Twice a Week, Every Weeki

fro- 71-90 ct
(sot.D IN H.IIAG-$14.95 -h)

FRESH
CATFISH FILLETS

.ITTY CIIOCKU

~19-tC)JC)

lf1nd-1Jp (omill

KROGER
TIGER SHRIMP

WESTERN ! IMONEY
UNION . TRANSFER

lw

$

As ..ned Varieties • fro:a.en

19 o& Pkel

$

$

,.,., c..o

BIG K 24PACK

SOn DRINKS
As..n.cl Varieties

(12 os. Coru)

CAMPBELL'S
CHUNKY SOUP
~VarN!ties

( ll.(t-19 OS "COM)

PUDDING
CAKES

Oiapen, l'vlf.Ups or GoociNilet

.ss~

lb

for

JUMBO
HUGGIES

(13 . S6 ct Pice)

~

HOT, LEAN or
CROISSAN.T POCKETS

10
.!'10
~ 10

......

lb

(4 oz Jar)

3 Varieties
(41 •44 Ot Pltg)

.& . $2 -~!.9

.
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Rifle team remains undefeated
in conference Youth serves team
.
BobHengge

to 5th place finish

Staff Writer
bhcngge@thenews.or11

The Murray State rifle
team defeated rival Tennessee Tech Saturday at the
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Racers were led by
freshman Cameron Hicks
who shot 585 out of a possible 600 in the smallbore
and a 588 out of 600 in the
air rifle competition for a
total score of 1173 out of a
possible 1200.
Murray State fired a 2320
out of a possible 2400 in
smallbore and a 2327 out of
a possible 2400 in air rifl e
for a combined score of
4647. Tennessee Tech shot
a 2276 in smallbore and a
2296 in air rifle for a 4572
team score.
The victory gave the Racers a 2-0 record in Ohio
Valley Conference competition.
Head Coach Ann Proctor
was pleased with Saturday's results against the visiting Golden Eagles.
"We shot well Saturday,"
Proctor said. "This year's
team hasn't had one standout performer, it's been different every time out. This
week it was Cameron
Hicks, a freshman, who Jed
us to the win."
With the departure of
eight-time All-American
and 2004 Olympian Morgan
Hicks, the team has been
left with less experience

Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

Rashod Taylor/guest

Sophomore Justin Sparks, from Oil City, Penn., gets his gun ready as h e aims at
the target in practice. Saturday, the rifle team defeated T ennessee Tech earning
a 2-0 record in the conference play, remaining undefeated in the OVC.
than past years.
Sophomore Justin Sparks,
who posted an 1162 aggregate score out of a possible
1200, also helped lead a
young Racer rifle squad.
The team boasts only two
seniors and has had to rely
on the performance of
young shooters the entire
season.
Proctor understands her
team is young, but knows it
will be able to gain valuable
experience during the season.
..Yeah we are young. but
we are also very good

shooters," Proctor said.
"We wiJJ gain the needed
experience as the year goes
on. The key to success the
rest of the year is simple.
just keep shooting well. We
have the talent and all we
peed to do is go out there
every time and do our
best."
Hicks says there are
many benefits to having
such a young team.
"It gives us a sense of
pride that we arc so young
and doing so well," Hicks
said. "By being so young it
will allow us to have some

continuity in years to
come."
Also ' leading Murray
State in the conference victory was junior Alex Culbertson who had a 580 in
smallbore and a 581 in air
rifle for an 1161 total, and
sophomore Josiah Brooks
who shot a 578 in smalJbore
and a 572 in air rifle for an
1150.
Murray State will continue its OVC competition
with a dual match against
Morehead State at 8 a.m.
Sunday at Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range.

The Murray State men's
golf team may not be the
most experienced of college teams, but for the Racers, college expcrie'nce is
not everything.
The Racers traveled Oct.
17 and 18 to Springfield,
Mo., to place fifth out of 13
teams at the SMS Fall Invitational.
Head Coach Eddie Hunt
says the young team had
enough experience before
college to know the game
and play it well.
"If you look at our team,
some of our best individua ls arc underclassmen,"
Hunt said. "For example.
sophomore Kyle Shirley
has played well all season.
and this tournament is not
an exception."
Shirley finished fourth
out of 67 players and shot
an overall 220 (74·73-73).
"The older we get the
more we learn, and tournament by tournament we get
better over time," Shirley
said.
Shirley is not the only
essential player for the
Racers.
"Jamie
Frazier
and
Michael Craft have both
had a really good season

and are an essential part of
the team," Hunt said.
Sophomore Will Cox tied
for 19th, shooting a 228 (7579-74), followed closely by
freshman Craft who finished 23rd, shooting 229
and sophomore Frazier
who tied for 24th shooting
230.
Host Southwest Missouri
State won the par-72 tournament both as a team and
individually. SMS shot a
total score of 882 ·and
sophomore Austin Hackett
finished under par in all
three rounds shooting 210
(71-69-70).
Although the team has
played well this season, it
still has not reached its
peak.
"We've had a good fall
season, but I've been a little
disappointed," Hunt said. "I
know we can perform in
the spring and have a shot
of winning the conference."
The Racers will play the
last tournament of the fall
season Oct. 25 and 26 at the
F&M Bank Invitational in
Clark!wille.
Hunt predicts the tournament will be a good test for
the Racers.
Hunt s:tid: "With five or
six OVC teams competing,
we're hoping to place second or third and finish the
season on a high note."

•

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Ryder lntcgrat<'Cilogistil' Inc. 140 W
Yu~n Rd. Gl'Orf:l'town, KY 1\tl0-'125·
4268 Opt1un b. EOfJDrug testing b <1
cond1tion ot contr,w,ting with Ryder.

HELP
WANTED
.
.
,

A1r Tratfic Control. No e~p. nl"t.'decl; WI'
Free 4-Room IJIRECTV System tram. HS grads agl~ 17·34. Top pay, •
ind udt'S installation. 4 mo. tree pr~ ~1115. Must rl'locate. ('.all M-f BQO. Driver- Comp.1ny & 010'~ •Assigned
gramming w/Nfl Sunddy Titkt>t Sub- • 284-6289
Walk·in Condos •2,500-3 000 mtlcsl
Sl.'riptiun. Over 111$ <;hqnr{l·lst llmi«'dltv• • "' I •
--:W{'Qk •42,.'i00+ 1st ve.1r!! Call !I days a
' time offer. S&H, rewictions apr,ly. 1- S.tnk. Repos~<;<>rs Needed. Mollvatt.oJ week, 877-f>l\7-56~7. IDC Log1stirs
800-'2 1)8..4617.
'
i'l
' I
IndiVIduals. sso,OOO+ a year. Military COL-N h Mon~ OTR.
b,u:kground a plu~ No exp<.-rlcnce m.-cMetro Satellite S1~:urity System. Dish t'Ssary. Will tr.tin. Send Re!oume: PO Dnwr- CO\cnant Tral'lsport. Teams .md
Nctwurk Free S«:urlty Systrm. Free Box 34065, lt~xington, KY 40588
solos { h{'( k out our mw pay pl,\n, Ask
..__
dish, in~tallation, activation. 70-fhanabout our regional runs. Owner Operanel< S29.9'Vmo. $10 credit 12 I le.lvy Equipment ()pcr.1tors nrededt tors, experienced drive% solos, lf.'.tms
months. Expires 11 -11..04. ~rk 1- Learn to operate Bulldo1ers, B.lckhoc!.. and graduate students. Call 1-888Exr.avators in 4 wet>kst ~o F.xpericnce MOK[-P,\Y (1-888-fth7 P29!
800-58'1·8209 Pmi 1109
Nl'Cded! Good fMY & buodit~! 1·86(>Sawmills- $2,695 I umlwrMo~te-2000 & 280-5836
OrivN- Now earn more! lncr(·,t~t! In
Lumherl it~24. Norwood lndu~tries
P·•Y p.tckagc. Contractor. & (ompany
Sccking
experienced
log
huyer,
Plr..ase
alw manufactures utility ATV auach!'.ceded. Flatlx>d- RefrrgPt.tted- lanker.
fa~ re5ume and mformallon In
men~. log skidder~, portable board
Q\L'T·thc-Ro.1d. Some Region.11. Com(57
11426-2-137
or
call
(8121449-3508.
edf~WS
,md for~·stry equipment.
merci.ll Dnvers Licen5<' Trammg. 1www.norwoodlndustrles.com l'reE' Avt.•rage S1,000/wP~·I- ·HH kl Blur. 800-771 ·f>}l8 www.p~ml•in5corn
information: 1-800-578-136.1 ext300N Crosv Blue Shi!.'ld! New I quipm<'nt!
Dri"ll!'r: Owner Operators Repetitive
Homctime!
Evcrythmg! runs avatlablc. Eam up to $.90 pm
Stop Paying Reort J program, for 0% t.hle5!
down. l'dyments ~.une as rent. Call Unprecedent'<l. Unm.ltc.hed. Unmis· tfSC .mel S'iOO sign on bonus! Guart.tkably tho BEST PAY In tht• mc.lustry! antt>ed home time. C.1H Candy Jt
866-626-5363 or 502-223-25B
Heartland l xpress 1-800·441-495,1 Chwrhill 1-1100-H l-'i55S Ext. 875 or
www.heartlan~el(p~s.com
.
apply via F.ut App at: W\vw.churfhillCome grow with Ryder Integrated trans.com
Professional oftl((• ~pace for r<'nt In logistics· Rl~·cntly ,w,,uckd Jn addl· Drivers: Ioo•y., Owner Operator CRST
frankfort. Just oft US 127 ne.u 1·64. tional 2 million mile~ per ytwl •p;IY Malont·l Avg. OvN $1.70 Gros~
Approl<imately 700 square feet on sec- rates for singles 85¢-9'}¢ p<•r mile. 'P,l)' +100% fuPI sure harge! No forced di\ond floor, private b.tth, ciOS<'ts. $600 rates for teams 86¢-98¢ per mile. patchl liome most \\'Cekcndsltratl~
•Ad(tr>tment~ made wt.~ly ortuel MJrper month, indudcs w.Jter/~ewer,
.1\ ailabl•!. Call Nowll! 800-490-5248
dwge- rurrcntluel surch.ugc i~ at 10¢.
r.lectrJt, gas. Call 502-223-8821.
~-•Cht'Ck out our insurann• plan· it may Drivers: lu~tllkc Family with great p<~y,
save you money. If you are a te.tm or fast rai~, miles. hometime, bendits 1
srngle owner operator and arc looking )'t:ar OTR, good M\'R and Class-A COL
for a secure company that i~ growing. rt.-quired. TOTAL 800-942-2104 ClCICO.
t\lll today Ryder offer\ sign on bonus sions :lfd, 2381 237
Airlln<· Mechank- Rapid Training for a for team and single ownr·r operato1s.
high p.tying career Aviation Malnte- •wf('kly p.1y ~Pitlement~ ,md W(.'<'kly Driver~: Must he owner OpE'rillor~. No
nante~ FAA pred•< t~ severe ~hortage.
fuel surcharge. •All dispatt"hed miles touch height. Up to S0.88iS 1.00 mile.
fin.mci.tl Aid- Job placement a~sis paid. •All routes dispatch out of No iorccd dispatch. Home weekrnds,
tann• (688)349·5387 AIM 6 loc,ltions. Georgetown KY und return to George- older trucks welcomed. T&T Dedicat<~
town, KY d,1ilytnightly •oediratt>d C.trrit~r~. Inc, Louisvlllt', KY 1-800-511Earn your degree- Online from home.
roott.'SI dedic:llt.'ti cuSlomcr ut 15 ve~rs. 0082
Busint><.,, Paralt>gal, computt'rs, net- •No east co.tSI freight ...lon1e weekworking and more. Financial Aid rod' and holiday~ •Fuel tal(, permits, Driv~: Q\vner OpcratOIS or Compaavailabfe, Job pl.tct.mcnt assist.lnce, c.ugo and trailer insur,lnce supplied. ny . .3,000 miles/ Wl'<'k. 0/0 Earn
and (omputers provided. Celli Free •ruel purch,m.> program •cot Class-A .98cpm. Company drivers earn up to
(86())858-2121 .
with HAZMAT with two ylws experi- .J7 cpm plus full bent·lits. Tango Trans·
ence, clean MVR and background . port. 877-82&-4605

--

FOR RENT

EDUCATIONAL

Drivers: Owner Operators- Tractors
$1.5.l, Straight 1ru< ks $1. 15, C..1rgo
Vans 5.75-.80, Sign On incentive. Call
'Tri-State Exped11t-d. 888-320-541<4

Theater,._ Hot Tubs, 1acu.uts, cable.
Reserve yuur f,tll or llulid,Jy ~:o1bin
now! www .• dphalugc.tbin~.com nr
800-419-1 (>71l;

Drivers- Raise.1 Ra1ses. Rai~! Vllith J
mos. exp Start at 1<4 cpm & Increase to
11 rpm In l~t h mosl flfglhlr. furmonthly bonuS<:$ day onC'" E.trn extra 2
LlJm for every mtlcl Strong ireight, no
:-<YC, nlw rreightlincr.;, lull IX.'ncf•ts,
plus 4 days ofi every 14. 1··877-1525f>17 EO~Iass-A, [xp. R~

Panama City Bec~ch. Sandf.iper Beacon
Re5QI1. From $39 ( 2p or .tm\'1.'
San/Mnn- F~ nlgl'tt ~e$tt1ctrfltrsr
Pools, rfVl'r riel('. j,JCuvi, llki IJ,u. BOO·
488-8828 \\'\V\\.sandp•perbeJcon.com

Drivers- Van Owner Op's- •ssoo Fuel
Rebate •Avg. Pay $1pm all miles •start
pay 8l¢pm ··18 Hr. Settlcnl('nb. Clas,A CDL 1 yr. verifiahle exp. CX RobE't'son 1·800-767-71 09 or e-m.1i1 us at:
contra<1C!'ro~ntrans.com

Need Job! Swift Transportation No
E.xpent•nce? No Problem! No Credit
ChP< k. No monthly payments. lrnm«ilate bcnl'flt fhl'kag<'! Now hiring in your
area! 1-877-441-8289
R~ional Runs Avall,tble! Home week·
ly. Midwest- Northeast- Southl'il~t. Also
hirin~ OTR Company- Owrwr Operator· Sol~ Team~. Caiii -800-Cfi·DRIVE
w\\w.cfidrivc.com

St,lr Transport. Needs int•xpcriencecl
dlivNs. Home most weekmds, Peterb<-lt trucks, shared tuition. l'o()d and
lodging provid(!d. l-800-4~5-4bR2.

TRAVEL
••#1 Spring Bre.tk Websitt! Lo~·est
prices ~ran~. Frte mt'alt and free
drinkJ. Book 11 Pf'Oille, ~t 12th trip
(reel Group discounts ror 6+
www.SpringBrtakDiscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
An Affordable and be3utiful wedding
chapel in the Smoky MountJin$. Christian tWi'mony, pitlures, vidt'O, ilowE'rs
S ISO. Also providing cabins, formal
wear. www.weddingbdl~lnthcsmok
ies.com Call 1-800-922-2051.
Rl;'nlal~. great rate~, near
Dollywood, Golf. Shopping, Skiing.

L<lg Cabin

Be~

CHERRY BlOSSOM GOlF N'olO
COUNTRY CLUB, G('ol~t·town, G<1li
Digest vot('(l u~ besr pl.tn~s to pl,ty
:.!004! loin u~ for vour n~>xt round/out·
ing. Special Membmhip availahlq.
502-.S?0-98491
Rl'ach ovt'r I ,000,000 r(•adt>f'!> with om•
t:,Jifl Contan the clas~ificd department
oi th1~ nt!w~p;ipcr or all KPS at 502221-8821 for more information about
pla~"ing a .2'i·word dasstiied in 74
ncw~pap~·rs lor 011ly $2:.!.'it

•Attention Hom£•owner" D1splay
homes wanted fur v1nyl sidin~ win·
dow>, 1nof~. No p.tyrnL·nts unt1l April
200'i 'l:a,r credit tC'nns. l'aynwnts 'tan.
ing at 599 a month. 1·800-251-0841
SSO\SHS$ Cash now for strVCturL'<.l
~rh>rrk'nt~. annuities. !tnd insur,,nr:e
p.tynut,, !R00J794·711 0 J.G, Went·
worth... IC:: Wl.'rlt\vorth means ca~h
now ior structured $E'Itlemcnh.
Cash tor lotruttured '><'ttlement/ annuity
payrnt•nts. It'~ yuw 111(lnl'Y! Gd Lil'h
nO\\ whl'n you n<·'-'<i it mns1! Oldest/
i.ll'>! 01 1 the busrness. Scttlenwnt purdt.JS<..~ . 1-877-Money-Me

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

Indy Super Sund.ty Automotive Swp
Meet and Car s<~lel October 24. lndl·
an.1polis, 1'-.1 Indiana State! Fairgrounds.
All MakE:S & Models 8.1m· Jpm sp.1< t.~
•,til ind<>ors• inlu 708-563-11110
\W.W.midJmcrir.Alprornotions.oorn

HEALTH

PER WORD!

Family Health Care w/prcKriphun
plan I S69 95/mo: Best network. cxccllt•nt.cowragc :'lo limitations! Includes
Dmtal. visiun, P1e-c~i~ting Cond. OK!
Call• WCS 1!00-288·9214 •·xt-2 0:.!
•Startup iees required

MISC.
Nt'Cd Extr,l Cash? Work one day pur
month, collect S1000 dollars plus!I
Own yourmvn -.cndirlg busines). Sm.~ II
invcstml'nt rt'<jUired, c,,11 toll·frec 1ll66-J41-8lb.t

111 Wilson Hall

Divorce Sl95, lncorJ>Oration S191j;
vour ,,ftemalive to ~nslvc legal fees!
nrdproscrvit.cCP,ml.cum or ncdpn>S(•rvicl!@aol.com ur 1-ROO•Jll 1-1170

Classifieds rl\USt be
paid before they run.

•

Good Luck Racers!
Come and enjoy Mr. Gatti's All You CcliJ Eat Pizza Buffet!

Welcome Back MSU

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA, NEXT TO LOS PORTALES • MURRAY)

753-5507
2 Lunch Buffets
&Drinks

$9.99
Mon.-FrL
llarn.-2 p.m.
exp. 11 /5/04

804 Chestnut St.

Including Pizza,
Spaghetti, Salad,
Rotini Alfredo
Breadsticks and
Dessert Pizzas!

2Weekendor
Dinner Buffets &
Drinks

• Take a look at our large
Selection of Designer Frames
and Sunglasses:

GUCCI

$10.99
Mon.-Fri: 4:30- 9 p.m.
Sat. & Stm. lla.m-9 p.m.

•

~W

k:ne .sp.kk 8\llt.BERRV

=HIIIg.r
Valec!Mo

• Comprehensive Exams for
Glasses & Contact Lenses

i. ........

• TreabnentofEyelnfectlons

• Walk·lns Welcome

753-6656

'
&Of

s nz

7
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'Rattling' deer
gives hunters
chance to enjoy

Men's basketball team are No. 1
in preseason poll; women sixth
Ryan Grothe

year's OVC championship
squad.
Staff Writer
rgrothe@thenews.org
Suffering a significant loss by
the graduation of the sky-leaping forward Cuthbert Victor.
''Let's get it started!"
The 2004 motto for the Mur- who averaged more than 30
ray State men's basketball team points and 10 rebounds per
rings in the ears of many anx- game last year, the Racers must
now look to the perimeter to
ious Racer fans.
The votes have been tallied, make the plays they need.
The new squad features
and the results are exactly
depth
and athleticism, Cronin
what the team expected and
said,
but
will be looking for the
deserve.
leadership
and chemistry
The defending Ohio Valley
familiar
in
Racer
basketball
Conference
champions
tradition.
received 19 first-place votes
"We're going to be a more
out of 22 in a preseason poll of
guard-oriented
team," Cronin
the OVC head basketball
said.
"(Junior
center)
Pearson
coaches. The Racers were the
Griffith
is
going
to
have
to be a
overwhelming favorite, tallymajor
factor
on
the
glass
and
ing 199 points.
defensively."
However, as Head Coach
Last year the Racers went 14Mick Cronin suggests, the
2
in the OVC with a leaguemotto means to embark, on a
leading
12th championship and
new beginning with his young
12th
NCAA
tournament
team. The Racers graduated
appearance.
Cronin
recorded
nine players since last season,
the
most
wins
for
a
first-year
and only two have returned
coach at Murray State, and the
with game experience.
"We're having to do it aJI program's second highest win
over again like it's my first total ever with a 28-6 record.
"We're truly going to be
year," Cronin said. "So far, in
much
better come January
my · mind, the focus is on
after
we've
developed and
becoming one as a team and
stayed
positive,"
Cronin said.
believing in each other and the
"When
you're
associated
with
style of play."
Murray
State
basketball,
the
Senior guard Adam Chiles,
goal
is
always
to
win
OVC
and
named to the All-OVC Preseason First Team, and valued make the (NCAA) tournasophomore reserve Shawn ment."
The Racers play two exhibiWitherspoon are the experition
games this season, on Nov.
enced returners from last . -

6 against Vasda, a team of former college players, and Nov.
11 against Christian Brothers.
Both games begin at 7:15p.m. at
the Regional Special Events
Center.
The women's basketball program is preparing for its season
with a developing team as well.
As Head Coach Joi Felton's
second season at Murray State,
her squad was picked sixth in
the preseason poll of OVC
head basketball coaches.
Senior guard Rebecca Remington was named to the AllOVC Preseason Second Team.
The squad. with two returning starters and seven new
players, is looking for more uptempo games, Felton said. The
newcomers bring athleticism
and perimeter talent.
Under l~elton's first season at
the helm of the women's basketball tc~m. the Racers finished fifth in the conference in
the 2003-04 season. The team's
9-7 OVC record was the first
winning record in conference
play since the 1999-2000 season.
Once again, Felton will look
to guide the team to another
appearance at the OVC's
The Racers open the year
with two exhibition games,
challenging St. Louis Goldstar
Nov. 6 and Blue Chip All-stars
Nov. 13. Both will be played at
a later-announced time at the
RSEC.
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Losses, injuries brirtg volleyball team closer together
Stephanie Zeller
Contributing Writer
Alt_hough the Murray State
women's volleyb~ll team fell
against Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky last weekend,
Head Coach David Schwcpker is
proud of the players' achievements.
After problems the women
have faced this year with
recruitment and injuries, the
team has learned to deal with
such obstacles by working
together. The team had to make
many changes last weekend in
order to play the two matches
because only seven women were
able to play.
Julie Lashley, sophomore
defensive specialist and right
side hitter, was unable to play
because of an injury. Ashley
Meagher, freshman setter, was
also out from an injury she sustained during warm-ups at the
Tennessee-Martin game. An Xray of her swollen hand confirmed that it is broken.
"As of right now, I can't play
for two weeks and I have to go
see another doctor," Meagher
said.
To fill all the empty spots, the
remaining women had to play
different or multiple positions
throughout the game.
"We took our libero, Casandra
Erscl, and used her as our setter," · said Daniellc Sutterer,
senior middle blocker.
"I'm really very proud of (the
. women)," said Schwepker. "A lot
of teams would have given up
and not even tried, but these
girls are an exception. These
girls fight."
The Racers traveled to Rich-

Michael Md.1urine/The Ne~vs

Vicki Wilson (far right), sophomore from Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
goes for the hit in practice. The volleyball team lost to both
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky over the weekend and
also had to cope with the recent injuries of essential players.
mond to play the No. 1 team in
Ohio Valley Conference, Eastern
Kentucky
University. The
women lost 3-0 with game
scores of 30-19, 30-20 and 30-19.
"We made some mistakes and

let (Eastern Kentucky) go on a
run, which made it hard to catch
up," Sutterer said.
Murray State played a
stronger game against Morehead
State, but was .still unable to

New & Used Compact Discs
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Have you ever stepped into the fall
woods on a cold morning with two
shed deer antlers in your hands and
whacked them together for a while,
just to see what would happen? Most
folks probably haven't, but those who
have know exactly what I'm talking
about.
Just before the rut, (the whitetail
deer breeding season) begins, bucks
become very territorial Like college
men at a kegger, thoughts of does will
cause bucks that were buddies a few
days ago to get into knock-down
drag-outs as the rut progresses.
Hunters can use
this
to
their
advantage. Just
like people, when
two bucks are
fighting,
other
bucks · want to
come to watch
and often join in.
'il...•• •.JI'.'
The difference is
that when bucks
are fighting, the
sound of their
Will
antlers clashing
Brantley
together is very
Outdoor columnist
audible.
Imitating a buck fight isn't too
tough. It's called "rattling'' among the
deer hunting crowd, and it works.
Over the years, I've rattled in dozens
of angry bucks, including a 13-point
giant a buddy of mine killed during
my sophomore year in high school.
Most of the deer I've rattled in have
been in mid-October, during the "prerut" phase.
This past weekend, which was the
early muzzleloading season, the
bucks were ready to fight. My buddy,
Marty Dunham and his father, Dennis,
joined me for a weekend of hunting
on my property at borne. Readers of
this column may remember the Dunhams showed me to some great duck
hunting and good Southern cooking
last winter in Louisiana, so I was
more than happy to tag along with
Dennis on Saturday morning and rattle as he tried to fill his buck tag.
After my first rattling sequence,
nothing appeared to have responded.
Dennis and I were set up in a thicket
just off of one of our food plots with
him watching an open road bed for
approaching deer. When we stood to
move, however, I spied a buck scanning the area some 60 yards away. We
squatted and gave our best stump
impressions for a while as another
buck appeared on the scene. Soon, the
fight was on. As good as I thought my
rattling sequence sounded, those two
bucks did a much better job.
The brush was a little too thick for
a sure shot, and the bucks weren't
quite big enough anyway. Dennis
elected to pass on the shot, so we
spent 2Q-minutes or so just enjoying
the show. We could see other deer
moving around the bucks as they
were throwin' down, but again, nothing offered a clear shot.
As it turned out, no one shot a buck
all weekend. Everyone saw deer but
nothing rivaled the sight Dennis and I
were privileged to on opening morning. A spectacle like that isn't something most people have the opportunity to see. Hunters on the other hand
can not only see such an event, they
can be a part of it.
In the upcoming days, the rutting
activity will only increase. If you still
have a buck tag in your pocket, there's
not a better time to be on stand.

defeat the Eagles 3-0. The game
scores were 30-27, 34-32 and 3028.
"It was one of the best efforts
we've given this year," Sutterer
said. "It was one of our better
losses.•·
Murray State had 10 blocks
and 61 digs overall.
"All the game scores were so
close," Schwepker said. " We
outdid (the Eagles) in almost
every category."
The team has been trying to
overcome these challenges by
rotating players during practice
and doing drills.
Schwepker prepares his team
by giving the women game situations and having them get comfortable with each other in different positions.
"They have great team chemistry," Schwepker said.
Communication is helping the
Racers conquer obstacles and
stay strong.
"If we need to make some
changes, we step up if we see
something is wrong," Sutterer
said. "We look to each other for
guidance."
Sutterer also said individual
goals have been set, and if the
women achieve their own goals
then the team will reach its ultimate goal to win the OVC.
The Mur{ay State women's
volleyball team won the OVC
Championship in 2003.
"Coming off the championship
season, they know how to win,"
Schwepker said. "They are not
afraid and that's what keeps us
going."
The Murray State women's
volleyball team will compete
against Eastern Illinois University at 7 tonight at Racer Arena.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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''Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation."
The place where MSU studen1s and faculty are treated special.
Call today for your discount on a one hour full body

massage.

S u n set Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St. - Next Door to Wendy's
-lours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Phone: 270-753·0113

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray

Call for an appointment
270-767-0045
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